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CHAPTER I: INTRODUCTION
According to the United States Census Bureau, over half of American children will be
members of a minority group by 2020 while half of the population of the United States will
eventually consist of minorities by 2044 (Colby & Ortman, 2015). According to Pew Research
Center, Hispanic and Asian populations in the United States have continued to increase with the
White and Black populations increasing at a slower pace (Cohn & Caumont, 2016). According to
the United States Census Bureau (2015), the White population of the country is set to be a
minority, leaving no major racial group making up a majority of the population. Such statistics
will likely bring into question how the demographic changes will affect society. After all, race is
a socially constructed concept to differentiate someone else simply by the pigmentation of one’s
skin. In a multicultural country like the United States, however, these foreseeable changes can be
daunting to some. Changes in these growing minority populations could likely complicate
administrations and rules on properly accommodating them in the workforce and schools. The
increasing issue with racial ties in the United States can make adjusting to these changes
difficult. According to Pew Research (2016), most Americans believe that racial equality has yet
to be achieved. Krysan and Moberg (2016) add that racial attitudes from White respondents on
racial inequality say that Whites were less likely to push forward on improving equality in the
past, meaning that some Whites in power still have not moved in the direction of providing equal
treatment for all racial groups. Past research regarding racial attitudes towards other ethnic
groups reveals the complexity and sensitivity of the current issues resonating within modern
societies (Entman & Rojecki, 2000). According to the United States Census Bureau (2015), nonHispanic Whites in the United States dropped from 63 to 61 percent from 2010 to 2015, allowing
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for other racial groups to rise creating a vast amount of uncertainty of how to prepare of such
change.
These statistics reveal that, despite the change in racial demographics, increases in
migration of non-White ethnic groups can polarize attitudes among homogenous societies (Tuch,
1987). Interestingly, in the United States, White Democrats are more likely than White
Republicans to admit that Blacks have less equal treatment than other racial groups (Pew
Research, 2016). Politics have hence also played a large role in racial equality in the United
States. Western media have also played an integral part in racial equality because media
coverage on different races has had a large impact on viewers and their overall perceptions of
different racial groups regarding how these groups should be treated (Sommers, Apfelbaum,
Dukes, Toosi, & Wang, 2006). Reports addressing racial equality have demonstrated to viewers
how to identify people of other races and what stereotypes may be articulated when conversing
with racially different speakers.
The significance of this study is that it may help us better understand why a person’s
speaking behavior changes in conversing with others that are racially or ethnically different. I
use a qualitative approach for my thesis project and have collected data through online surveys to
better understand why people may change their speaking behavior towards people of different
racial groups. I want to find out whether speakers become more or less accommodative when
speaking with others and what tendencies they have or what influences altered their decision
regarding how they speak with others. I also hope to understand if people think that current
media have created preconceived notions on how speakers may change the way they speak with
people from other groups based on negative coverage and created stereotypical perceptions of
other identity groups in the United States, thus altering perceptions.

2

My literature review will focus on how colonialism affects and possibly hinders
communication with people of different races and how other racial identity groups are treated in
a postcolonial world. I will go into the history of colonialism and the lingering effects that stem
from it in the form of postcolonialism. Sex will also be touched on to better understand how
equality works with men and women of color. Finally, Communication Accommodation Theory
(CAT) will be introduced to explain how and why people change their speaking and if they are
more likely to converge or diverge to people of different racial groups.
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CHAPTER II: LITERATURE REVIEW
Postcolonialism Definition/Description
Looking at the division of race across the world, this thesis will address postcolonialism
and how the lingering effect of colonialism has been only partially addressed in face-to-face
communication research. To understand postcolonialism, it is important to know about
colonialism and what brought about the global takeover and control of most of Earth’s
inhabitants by previous imperialistic, European nations. Dirks (1992) best describes colonialism
as a “cultural project of control” (p. 5). In short, colonialism can be summarized as the foreign
takeover of another country, establishing laws, cultures and creating unfair mistreatment of nonWhite inhabitants. Dirks argues that colonizers’ increasing desire to categorize races of people
based on racial identity has led to the current racial classification system. The permanent effects
of colonialism from history have created one group establishing power over others, benefitting a
colonial populace and thus creating an unfair balance of overall prosperity (Marker, 2003). In
modern times, there still exist social barriers that separate racial groups because of the past
actions mentioned from colonialism and the devastating effects that have since remained.
The residue of colonialism has revealed that existing social barriers have not only
separated races but created a natural imbalance of power, which can be seen as a norm in
Western society. The misconception of other races because of the actions of European colonizers
has not only become a norm but a dangerous habit by which dominant cultural members
continue to demonize non-Whites. The encouragement of adaption to a majority culture is
demonstrated in Western society where non-White ethnic groups are recommended to conform
to a new culture. Media are seen to influence how ethnic groups may be treated in a postcolonial
society. The link to postcolonialism and studying in the United States is that bringing people of
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different ethnic groups together, such as occurring at universities, can have ramifications such as
people not being exposed to different groups that could lead to changes in speaking behaviors.
For example, Whites who come from small homogenous towns and entering universities might
carry racial attitudes towards other ethnic groups that may have been previously held because of
lack of exposure to different groups of people. Having these attitudes could then inform
perceptions of Blacks and others ethnic groups due to postcolonial residue of linking Blacks and
other minority groups to inferiority.
In terms of internal colonization, the migration of forced Blacks into mostly native
occupied lands likely created the negative mentality toward Blacks, particularly in Latin
American countries along with the United States. The unfavorable view of natives in the eyes of
White colonizers transcended into a view of seeing natives as being poor and not intelligent, thus
the 21st century view of the two ethnic groups best represents the actions of colonization and how
people may apply these postcolonial attitudes to non-White speakers. Examining participants’
views may reveal how speakers look at others through a postcolonial lens because of the actions
and labels placed upon Indigenous people and Blacks. A postcolonial lens can reveal behaviors
like treating people from other races differently because of the already negative perception one
has about certain ethnic groups. Postcolonialism can then be seen in the processes that occur in
certain interactions, from stereotyping to treating people of other ethnic groups differently
because of historic racism.
Although changes in speaking behaviors to other ethnic groups are not bad, the changes
can lead one to have a negative perception of a certain member of a different ethnic group. The
very belief that certain ethnic groups are expected to act a certain way because of instances of
historic changes could reflect a colonial mindset. Self-identification is also important in a
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postcolonial world because it makes those aware of their own racial identity and sense of
belonging in a similar group while also recognizing the physical differences of others. Selfidentifying in terms of one’s race could provide an understanding as to why people in some
groups may look at those in other groups differently. The term “race” is then important for not
only individual recognition but understanding self-identity inside a homogenous group.
While it appears that countries have tried to address the cultural and racial divides that
colonialism brought, many negative aspects of colonialism remain in numerous countries ruled
by democracy. Media organizations that stereotype due to colonial habits have still objectified
other ethnic groups despite advancement in face-to-face communication between different
groups. Alhassan and Chakravartty (2011) report that colonialism and current media create
issues that have still not been addressed by state leadership. Much of Western media still cannot
relate to nations and people outside of the Western world, thus the reason for created stereotypes.
European colonist instilled methods of control, subjecting indigenous subjects to unfair
treatment because of ethnic differences. Colonialism itself is the takeover of another country by
imperialistic and often European methods of control; essentially, it is a state that is established by
foreign rule (Stuchtey, 2011). Such imperialistic movements in past times have often brought
about political change, introducing “civilized” rule while simultaneously extorting natural
resources and leaving countries in a caste-like system. While colonization is seen more in a
negative light due to the atrocities committed under the name, colonialism has also led to the
introduction of important goods like medicine and technology.
Postcolonialism challenges European colonial order in the poorest developing nations,
where colonialism’s strongest effects have lingered longest. Ivison (2015) describes colonialism
as a destructive time and is the product of the West’s colonial actions outside of Europe. In
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present times, colonialism can often be associated with negative terms due to its effects that
continue to resonate and affect people across the world, particularly in poorer postcolonial
countries. Loomba (2015) summarizes colonialism as “the conquest and control of other people’s
lands and goods” (p. 20). Genocide and warfare were two tactics used that created the greatest
number of casualties, particularly in the Americas where indigenous people are still suffering. As
result of little research being done in this field, many poorer and often non-White citizens of
societies continue to suffer in terms of poverty and racial discrimination from their White
counterparts in western and postcolonial countries due to colonialism.
While postcolonialism promotes freedom from foreign control, old, European imperialist
mentalities linger in poorer countries in South America and Africa. Said (1986) describes the
type of colonial power Europeans had over their non-White subjects as ruling over while
profiting from far-away countries. While the power of Europeans in postcolonial countries has
lessened, there are still uneven amounts of governance exerting unfair power over non-White
citizens. Racial issues still remain in countries in Latin America as the problems are widely
ignored and denied by Latin officials (Pitt-Rivers, 1967). Living and benefiting in a postcolonial
society where the rules are made in favor of the rich and powerful, it is easy to dismiss acts of
discrimination against a poorer, non-White populace. Colonizers’ actions have destabilized
multiple societies around the globe and have created racial division through “territorial
segregation,” leaving indigenous subjects as the victims of European action (Mamdani 1996).
Often, the colonized subjects’ issues were widely ignored for much of the colonial period.
Shome and Hedge (2002) discuss how attempts of the colonized to break free from colonial
chains were often met with resistance. Shome and Hedge report that:
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As a result of the depletion of raw materials and resources by former colonial powers, as
well as previous suppression of any attempts by the colonized to produce a selfgoverning political structure, many of the emerging nation-states lacked, and
consequently had to build, the infrastructure necessary to sustain a “civil society.” (pp.
253-254).
The drain of critical resources from colonial territories is displayed presently because many
postcolonial countries’ inhabitants remain in poor state.
Across the world, millions of colonial subjects suffered from poverty and death because
of the neglect and mistreatment of European colonizers. Immense effects of inequality are the
cause of colonizers and the harsh system that was bestowed upon non-White subjects (Acemoglu
& Robinson, 2017). Future descendants were left in poor conditions because of non-White
groups being cast into years of forced assimilation by colonizers. Native Americans, Africans,
and Asians were the victims that suffered because Europeans believed that these races did not
possess the tools to sustain the same lifestyle as them, thus the creation of colonization using
systematic discrimination and torture was justified (Césaire, 2000). Christianity was
implemented in order to “civilize” colonial Black and Native subjects. This ties in with the
current argument because many perceptions were developed of groups of people that were
colonized in the past are still held to the present day through discrimination and racism.
However, some nations were already advancing prior to colonization. Many African economies,
for example, were already advancing in many areas (Settles, 1996). Countries and empires that
became colonized hence could have likely advanced and grown independently without
colonialism.
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Causes and Effects of Colonialism
Colonial oppression continues to have problematic effects on non-White people due to
racial differentiation and unbalanced wealth. Eighty-eight percent of Blacks and 7 in 10
Hispanics believe that changes are needed for Blacks to have equal rights with Whites, compared
with 53% of Whites in the United States (Stepler, 2016). There are 38% of Whites, however, that
believed major changes have been made while about 4 in 10 Blacks (43%) are doubtful that the
country will ever make the changes needed for Blacks to have equal rights with their White
counterparts while only 11% of Whites and 17% of Hispanics share this view (Stepler, 2016). In
conclusion to these studies, the results show the demographic gap that resonates within countries;
however, more research is needed to properly establish these points thoroughly.
The effects of colonialism have hence thrown many racial groups of non-White people
into poverty where access to better resources comes with limitations. Many regions of the world
lack overall prosperity because of the actions of European colonists (McClintock, 1992).
Systematic discrimination from colonialism prevented Blacks and Native Americans from
advancing and achieving equal status to Whites and other racial groups. Minorities that are often
discriminated against due to cultural and colonial policies are often Blacks (Dixon &
Rosenbaum, 2004). For example, Black drivers are more likely to be pulled over by police than
White drivers in the United States (Giles, Linz, Bonilla, & Gomez, 2012). The issues can be
linked to create the perception that Blacks may cause trouble. The sort of behavior than may be a
result of colonialism as Blacks in colonized territories were considered inferior and subordinate
to Whites. Looking at the actions of colonization through an anti-imperialistic lens is then
necessary to have a better understanding of postcolonial effects.
Many Western, post-imperialistic nations are still benefiting from resources stolen during
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the colonial era while many postcolonial countries still suffer. Colonialism resulted in large part
because of countries like the United Kingdom and Spain sailing out to new territories, where
Natives would be put under control and lose most of their freedom and resources (Young, 2016).
These postcolonial nations that would eventually become independent would still struggle with
poverty, particularly in Africa and Latin America. These colonized territories were then left as
underdeveloped, so-called “third-world” nations.
Manifestations of Postcolonialism
Race
The problem of colonialism extends to the present day as non-White groups, whose
ancestors were once ruled by European colonizers, continue to face discrimination. Despite the
good that may have stemmed from colonialism, Lange and Dawson (2009) assert that
colonialism itself was bad for its colonies’ nonwhite populace. They state several problems with
colonialism: “1) By constructing oppositional identities, 2) institutionalizing an ethnic-based
division of labor, 3) creating ethnic-based hierarchies, 4) introducing foreign populations, 5)
imposing arbitrary political borders, 6) promoting despotic forms of rule, and 7)
Institutionalizing ineffective states” (p. 786). The connection between the United States and
other postcolonial countries is that the sort of Western imperialistic methods used were similar in
treatment of non-White groups. Colonialism, however, has had many different changes and
effects on countries around the world. Postcolonial Macau, for example, is much different than
countries like Somalia, due to economic wealth. Prior to European imperialism, some countries
were more advanced than others, which then explains the different outcomes of previous
postcolonial territories.
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Postcolonialism continues to play a negative role for the non-White populace because the
after-effects of colonialism advance into the present, physically damaging the non-White
populations mentally and psychologically. Shome and Hedge (2002) note that colonialism has
always been an avoidable subject in discussion of actions of European exploration. An example
of past racial classifications and discrimination lies in Brazil, where a mass influx of European
immigrants settled in the country while Blacks and Natives historically were slaves, creating
racist practices that continue well into the 21st century as White Brazilians enjoy a better way of
living than non-White Brazilians (Telles & Paixão, 2015). People of color in postcolonial
societies seem to suffer the greatest setback in terms of status and wealth because of postimperialistic methods that worked in favor of the colonist. Hall (2007) best describes how Blacks
in the Caribbean continue to struggle due to colonial rules created against them leaving most
Blacks to live in almost infant state-like societies. Countries outside of Western Europe are often
considered “third world.” Mohanty, Russo, and Torres (1991) best summarize term “third world”
“as being defined through geographical as well as particular sociohistorical conjunctures” (p. 2).
This term, however, can have racist connotations, as third world is suited with nations that are
usually non-White.
The most intriguing aspect from postcolonial countries is the presence of people of mixed
descent, usually stemming from “race mixing,” due to colonial desire for hybridity. The identity
of these-mixed race people brings about current conceptions that define these people’s race or
ethnicity. However, Hall (2007) argues that the term “hybridity” should not be used due to its
connotation to globalization, which then treats cultures like businesses. In many Latin
postcolonial countries, much of a population may even be made up of mixed races, often from
the colonizer and the native colonized. White (1999) best summarized miscegenation as races of
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people interbreeding while creating the elimination of their own culture. Miscegenation was
popular in colonial countries due to European settlers and creoles in charge of slaves believing in
the necessity to help propagate more slaves (De Almeida, 2002). Presently, the mixed-race
population has likely grown due to popularity of interracial marriages, or at least interracial
sexual union. Importantly, postcolonial structures are still present in many countries affecting
poorer non-White people, as Strongman (2014) argues that “the lived realities of starving, wartorn and displaced peoples, throw into question the ambiguities of the modernism within
postcolonialism that may hinder or produce, but also positively effect, change” (p. 1347). As
mentioned, colonialism did bring law and government that may have otherwise not been present
with pre-colonized people. While Hall states that there was resistance to colonial rule, the
growing White populace in colonial countries held little hope for change to the colonized nonWhite people. Postcolonialism explains the cultural racial divides and changes that were brought
from European settlers and the effects that continue to hinder non-White groups.
Africans sent into slavery by the millions seem best to illustrate the actions of colonialism
and state of many poorer postcolonial nations with Black majorities presently. Many Africans
still live in poverty and face other forms of discrimination created by unfair laws during colonial
rule. The Spanish colonial policy put in place in Latin America had created racial division to
distract non-White subjects from European subjugation (Fiehrer, 1979). While many Africans in
the colonial period would be able to become free men of color, there still are limitations and
restrictions that hinder Africans across the new world that continue well into the 21st century.
The treatment of other races in cast systems still functions around the world. Hall (2007)
asserts that little power given to non-White people has led to the issues regarding their status
today, such as “the silencing of the Black and Brown speaking body’, which has enabled the rise
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of White colonizers to speak on their behalf” (p. 10). The forced silenced of the non-White
populace thus translates smoothly into the 21st century of poorer postcolonial countries. The
growth of Non-White populations in countries affected by colonialism will likely create changes
in controversial policies made by higher positions of power previously held by White officials.
Bhambra (2007) describes the changes brought by Western imperialism as changing moderately
while introducing Western traditions to non-White people such as globalization in the form of
changing the culture of Non-Westerners. When describing reasons for European colonialism,
Bhambra presents extreme eurocentrism as the reason as to why Western imperialists executed
harsh treatment against non-White colonial subjects.
Sex and Gender
The effects of colonialism and transition into postcolonialism have likely created greater
suffering for women than men. European colonists’ strong desire for physical characteristics of
African women created a Eurocentric desire to mentally conquer them. (Ruiz, 2012). Colonial
rule and discriminatory practices likely caused Black women to be widely ignored in Western
advertisements. In the United States, women of color still are vastly underrepresented in beauty
advertisements and other sections in the media, thus creating a narrow and racially bound
cultural view of beauty (Frith, Cheng, & Shaw, 2004). This view of beauty has since been
associated with wanting to maintain a whiter skin color, particularly among women of color who
may feel the need to beautify themselves with whitening cosmetics. The issues stated thus create
an image of identity-inferiority likely stemming from Colonialism. Often in beauty
advertisements, men and women of color are expected to possess White characteristics, thus
eliminating any chance for people of color to display their own cultural beauty (Cortese, 1999).
Examining postcolonial outcomes can then expose the current postcolonial problems that women
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of color in westernized societies continue to face, for example, having to assimilate into a culture
that may not serve non-White women. Specifically focusing on Africans, Ruiz (2012) discusses
issues regarding White imperialism and Black feminism asserting that White male imperialism
still affects Black female beauty, in part through praise of the White female body. A racial view
of beauty has since likely risen due to colonial desire to have mostly White models, deeming
other non-White women as not attractive.
The rise of women’s rights and feminism in postcolonial countries has likely given power
to women to oppose colonial, male-dominated control. Feminism in male-dominated societies
has made large strides to oppose stereotypical roles (Calas & Smircich, 1996). Women of
different ethnicities and religion in homogenous societies can be easily stereotyped because of
the postcolonial attitudes that resonate that often ignore different ethnic groups and culture.
Golnaraghi and Mills (2013) explore postcolonialism by analyzing Arab and Western women
and discussing how people of different religions and race can still seem to be imposing upon
each other and causing a threat to Western civilization due to fear of physical differences. The
study revealed how western dominance can sometimes reduce women to silence. In other cases,
colonialism changed the existing structure of sex and gender roles. Native Americans suffered
the worst from colonial and postcolonial periods because many natives still have shown to exert
little to no power. European colonialism subjected Native American women to having
insignificant roles and had Native American men own more land due to resource distribution by
settlers in colonial times and allowing only men to receive gifts like horses (Klein, 1983).
Syed (2007) argues how ethnically different women are at a disadvantage and are unable
to reach to full economic opportunities that their White female counterparts receive. “Feminism
in a postcolonial frame begins with the situation of the ordinary woman in a particular place,
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while also thinking her situation through in relation to broader issues to give her the more
powerful basis of collectivity” (Mishra, 2013, p. 130). Reducing male dominance in postcolonial
countries has since given women the freedom to act and think more independently and to not be
held back by a colonial and patriarchal system created by males. However, Tyagi (2014) argues,
“Postcolonialism and feminism have come to share a tense relationship, as some feminist critics
point out that postcolonial theory is a male-centered field that has not only excluded the concerns
of women, but also exploited them” (p. 46). Many men may view the independence by feminists
as a threating attempt to undermine a Westernized patriarchal system that has prevailed and has
empowered men for centuries.
Caste Systems in Colonized Societies
The invention of colonial, European-made caste systems continues to have detrimental
effects on descendants of the colonized such as indigenous people, Africans, and mixed-race
people living in a postcolonial world. In fact, a strong Western perspective on postcolonialism
ignores the very colonial rules created in Spanish and Portuguese colonies as the non-White
populace continues to suffer while the colonial mentalities from the colonizers’ rule remain
unchanged. Spanish and Portuguese colonial empires used ideas like racial difference and
patriarchy to conquer claimed territories (Salvatore, 2010). The creation of colonialism and the
exploitation of non-White peoples have since created a caste system where the colonizer
population can thrive more so than the non-White descendants of the colonized, particularly in
Latin American countries. The current issues in postcolonial countries strongly resonate with
those of Hispanic and African descent because of unfair treatment. Salvatore (2010) notes how
interpersonal communication between indigenous people and the upper, often whiter class has
lacked research mostly because of the social barriers from colonialism between groups.
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Noticeably, colonizers’ actions against native subjects are clearly relevant today, as Salvatore
argues that “the peoples inhabiting the interior, or the backlands of these modern nations were
racialized and construed as incapable of self-government and civilized sociability” (p. 341). The
assumptions and stereotypes have hence likely affected North American neighbors like the
United States and Canada with growing minority populations.
Racial systems from colonialism have shown that ethnic apprehension often occurs in a
postcolonial world due to polices that favor the descendants of colonizers. Citizens that belong to
a different race other than White were in part placed into categories by colonists to separate
people based on different skin pigmentation (Gunew, 1997). Many non-White people that inhabit
westernized nations likely face the problem of being least benefited by policies that may favor a
White, homogenous society.
Blacks in colonial systems have suffered because of slavery and mistreatment from their
White counterparts during colonial periods, which has greatly affected their struggle for equality
in the present. Africans were identified through a colonizer’s lens in negative ways: African
Women, for example, are dramatized as being problematic in western societies because of the
negative image that was cast upon them from colonizers (Plasa, 2000). In many cases, Blacks
suffer the greatest amounts of discrimination from other racial groups due in part to the colonial
caste system that was emplaced by colonizers and the limited amount of power Blacks were
given. In the United States, Blacks are more likely than Whites to see racial discrimination (70%
vs. 36%), where lower quality schools (75% vs. 53%) and lack of jobs (66% vs. 45%) are major
reasons that why African Americans may have a more difficult time to get ahead than Whites
(Pew Research, 2016). Blacks in countries like the United States, thus, still suffer because of
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colonial mistreatment in past centuries and the residue of colonialism that affected countries like
the United States.
Another colonial policy-like caste system was Apartheid in South Africa, where Blacks
were largely segregated and forced to live in a Western world while receiving unfair treatment
by colonizers. This sort of treatment has likely since transcended into the current postcolonial
mindsets of all races of people because Apartheid housing created in South Africa was mostly
segregated during Apartheid. Christopher (1983) argues that “the influence of the rural
settlement frontier and the Afrikaner nation on the origins of this development is subordinate to
the major input of English colonialism” (p. 148). Separation between racial groups during
colonial rule in South Africa still likely resonates with its citizens. The rules created in the
Apartheid policy reveal that, in postcolonial Africa, Black Africans were less likely to receive
the same treatment compared to Whites (Mountain, 2003). The colonial rules, while no longer in
existence, still show how much of the whiter people of a postcolonial country still benefit in
terms of better, more prosperous lives, unlike their Black neighbors. Racial classifications and
categories created by colonizers have not only benefited the descendants of colonizers but also
deepened the racial divide of ethnically different, non-White people across the world.
Christopher (1983) asserts, “While segregation was only informal, attempts were made through
legislation, prosperity trusts and bylaw regulations to convert the segregated city into the more
structurally formal apartheid city” (p. 147). Many of the actions taken by European colonizers
have hence strongly affected the lives of Blacks in countries like South Africa because of the
favor towards colonial Whites during times like Apartheid.
Many Blacks and Native Americans in colonial times by far suffered the most in terms of
mistreatment in the forms of resource loss, genocide, and land consumption. European
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justification of the treatment of many non-White inhabitants of soon to be colonized territories
was to bring civilization and religion to people considered primitive and demon-like (Watson,
2009). The violence committed during the colonization and conquest by Europeans forever
impacted the lives of Native Americans, drastically reducing Native populations, leaving them
little political power. Reports detail a mass genocide created by European colonists (Jaimes,
1992). Jaimes (1992) reports, “Data revealed that the actual rate of extermination pertaining to
Native North America during the period of conquest as having been to 98 to 99 percent overall”
(p. 7). It can be understood that in many countries in the Americas dominated by European
power, natives had little resistance to their cultural demise through colonization. Likewise,
Watson (2009) argues that the demonization of aborigines in Australia gave Whites a feeling of
superiority over their colonial subjects, distributing little land in which they could reside. The
demonization is directed toward people that are non-White and do not exhibit the same traditions
of a Western civilization and who, therefore, must be civilized through systematic transfer of
Western teaching that generally was not in favor of truly positively changing non-White subjects.
In the eyes of many, colonialism has done more harm than good because the word itself
is highly contested in western societies. Lemkin (1994) describes colonialism as genocide,
oppressing the native inhabitants in ways through exploitation and sexual abuse. The past acts of
mistreatment against native inhabitants through genocide favored the colonizers who, in some
cases, eventually outnumber the colonized in some countries, making it easier to create more
rules and one-sided policies in favor of the European colonizers (McDonnell & Moses, 2005).
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Communication and Colonialism
Media
Western Media in countries have continued to scrutinize other races, creating labels and
categories that support the dominant, homogenous population. Wasserman (2006) asserts that
“the bulk of scholarship devoted to the quest for universal media ethical values has come from
the West” (p. 87). Western media and perceptions of race hence tie in with postcolonialism as,
for example, women of non-White races are still objectified even more than White women.
Identities have hence been shown to be problematic in westernized media, as media reproduces
and shapes the racially bound idea of beauty noted earlier. Skin complexions that are not white
have been deemed as undesirable in terms of beauty in advertising (Hall, 1996). In many western
countries, women of color compare their beauty to mostly white models that can create a
negative view of their own appearance (Frisby, 2017). For example, in colonial Burma, now
Myanmar, articles and advertisements appealed to a white minority that had power over most the
population. The advertisements promised non-White consumers that they could receive more
racial and social benefits if they bought the cosmetics (Amato, 2009). As in many postcolonial
countries, this sort of action from media organizations privileges one type of skin complexion as
attractive and is still directed and linked to whiteness. Media in postcolonial countries often puts
minority groups, like Blacks or Native Americans, in stereotypical roles of being either primitive
or poor because of their identity. Imre (2014) notes that “the postsocialist opening of national
borders and media to the flow of diverse images, ideas, and people has begun to burst the bubble
of racial exceptionalism” (p. 131). However, Western media will likely continue to scrutinize
and objectify people of other racial groups due to of the lack of cultural understanding.
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In Mexican culture, lighter skin is often strongly connected to wealth. Villarreal (2010),
in describing racial issues in Mexico, asserts that many Mexicans have a strong desire for whiter
skin complexions because of European colonialism. Villarreal admits that the racial issues exist
not just in Mexico but in many Latin American countries. In Latin America, race has become
prevalent due to social standings and political attainment (La Cadena, 2001). Positive media
coverage for non-White subjects in postcolonial states is rare. Alhassan and Chakravartty (2011)
assert that “the pedagogic relationship between the postcolonial state and Third World subjects
meant that state censorship of minority or oppositional perspectives was also justified for the
larger purpose of national development” (p. 372). Many subjects of “third-world” countries were
silenced by people of higher positions because of control of the colonial government and the
need for there to be regulations against colonial subject outcry. The reason for silence of nonWhites in colonial countries is likely due for the little care in value of life of non-Whites from
people in higher positions of power.
Through a postcolonial lens, media play an advocate role in dealing with postcolonialism,
often representing biased views of people of other ethnicities and displaying them as being poor
and uneducated. Said (1978) agrees that technology and media are important for audiences to
have a better understanding of racial identities. Media can also be used to promote and justify
colonial views. Fernandez (1999) asserts that “many of the images created by these artists bring
to the digital realm the subjects of colonialism, imperialism, and their legacy in the form of
immigration and transculturation” (p. 13). Media in postcolonial times often demonize people of
a certain race and religion to gain political support for chosen ideals, as previously mentioned.
Fernandez argues that the media’s role in postcolonial societies is underdeveloped due in part the
fact that theorists are likely to be White and not have a basic understanding of all races and their
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political suffering. Some forms of Western media will likely continue to demonize certain races
of people until a better understanding of race and culture can be properly established.
In most homogenous countries, it makes sense that little understanding of other nonWhite people would be an issue. Cere (2011) states that “media studies have always been
concerned with issues of representation, stereotyping, identity formation and ideological
workings of popular media cultures” (p. 3). Western media organizations usually identify
problems in political television networks and internet groups favoring a one-sided view based on
postcolonial thoughts against non-White inhabitants. The problem with media outlets in a
postcolonial world is that non-White people continue to be underrepresented groups and face
hypocritical scrutiny based on biased views. Cere goes onto mention that the racial silencing of
non-White people is an ongoing issue that has reoccurred from colonial to postcolonial times but
emerges mostly in the times of major crises or dramatic events. In a sense, western imperialism
has gone about creating media that continues to objectify ethnic minorities, particularly in times
of crises when it can become easier to blame other races of people in dramatic situations.
In postcolonial territories like Hong Kong, westernized media have managed to bring
about the rise of feminism and protest, opposing communist policies from China in recent years.
Chan and Lee (2011) describe that colonialism did bring more innovative ideas to colonial
countries despite their being under the foreign influence of Great Britain. In many postcolonial
countries, media have managed to help these countries better identify themselves with the rest of
the world. However, in face-to-face communication in a postcolonial world, there continues to be
a racial gap in that media often continues to portray as being biased and often asserting racist
assumptions of groups that are considered ethnically or nationally different.
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Interpersonal Communication between Races
Interpersonal communication between people of different groups has become more
common in westernized countries due to increased immigration from non-White countries in
Asia, Africa, and Latin America. An example of this communication can be seen between
patients and doctors. There could be large differences between a doctor and patient since the
doctor could be White and the patient being non-White, possibly being poor and not as educated,
leaving for issues for stereotyping in communication (Cooper et al., 2002). Discrimination
between physicians and different racial patients has since been largely documented. Schulman et
al. (1999) concluded that a patient’s race could determine a physician’s decision on which
treatment best fits their patient. Communication between doctor and patient then may display
racial issues regarding treatment. Mistreatment of patients of different racial groups may be
because of postcolonial ties. Regarding interpersonal communication, Dixon (2006) describes
that, while many Americans may not believe in a dominant race, most are aware of the existence
of stereotypes of minorities.
Teaching and implementing systems of racial understanding would likely benefit all
racial groups in eliminating the common assumptions and stereotypes the groups hold of one
another. Singh and Rampersad (2010) emphasize that problems like racism can best be handled
through learning institutions so that speakers can facilitate open discussion and have a better
understanding of people from different racial and ethnic groups. Explaining racial issues to
people of younger ages will likely decrease their negative stereotypes of different groups. One
issue with researching group prejudice is that people are often not aware of their own racial
thinking towards other racial groups (Iyengar & Barisione, 2015). Reducing racism and prejudice
in interpersonal communication between races has seen improvements over time.
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Communication Accommodation Theory (CAT) is useful in this study because it reveals
how people of different cultures address one another and their changes in communication
behavior through over- and underaccommodating. Often, postcolonial nations and their whiter
residents will hold higher authority over non-White positions, creating unequal balances, leaving
communicative adjustment often to the responsibility of those colonized. Many indigenous
people living in countries continue to have little power, which allows privileged elites to exert
their own biased rule. CAT will be useful in revealing the misunderstanding in communication
between races of people. This will expose the reoccurring problem of people in certain nations
imposing a colonial power-like structure upon all citizens. While the term “post-colonial” stands,
imperialistic methods will still prevail, further disadvantaging poorer and often non-White
people. The next section will discuss how people accommodate their communication, leading to
the research questions. CAT may yield a better understanding of how people accommodate and
accentuate their speech differently to people that are ethnically different.
Communication Accommodation Theory
CAT has been a primary theory for explaining how we change our speaking in
communicating with others. Giles, Coupland, and Coupland (1991) summarize accommodation
as “a multiply organized and usually complex set of alternatives, available to communicators in
face-to-face talk” (p. 2). Accommodation plays a large role in countries like the United States in
explaining how many people of different races and ethnicities may accommodate their
communication to people in the different dominant groups. While this sort of communication is
not seen as bad, the communication itself is seen as a normative when there are changes in
speaking behaviors between different ethnic groups because of their identity. People usually
adjust their communication toward someone that they may perceive as ethnically different.
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Gasiorek and Vincze (2016) state that “CAT posits that speakers generally converge in their
language use if they want to affiliate or decrease social distance with their interlocutor (i.e.,
emphasize solidarity, convey liking) or want to facilitate comprehension” (p. 306). Humans
naturally change the way they speak around the world because of the new environment they are
in or the type of people with whom they surround themselves so that they, possibly as outside
speakers, can blend in with the rest of their host society. CAT essentially explains how and why
speakers make changes based on another speaker’s behavior or perceived group belonging and
how those changes in speaking are perceived (Gasiorek & Giles, 2012). When accommodating to
ones’ communication, speakers adjust their speaking behavior based on how they see someone
else.
Convergence and Divergence
CAT suggests two major moves that speakers can make when adjusting their behavior.
Converging is when individual speakers adapt toward each other’s communicative behaviors.
Linnemann and Jucks (2016) explain, “One important function of convergence is that it
facilitates comprehension” (p. 687). Many people who converge to a native speaker do so to
identify with a group to gain something of importance. Many other factors can lead to
converging, such as a desire to better identify with another group of speakers and share a similar
identity. In sense, acts of converging can be positively motivated. Pitts and Harwood (2015) note
that in productive communication, more speakers are willing to converge. There are, overall,
multiple reasons as to why people converge, even simply out of the person’s immediate or
permanent desire to control another speaker.
Divergence can best be defined as speakers moving away from the communication style
of the other speaker through a desire to be separate from the other communicator (Gasiorek &
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Giles, 2012). Speakers that diverge may wish to disengage from another speaker for several
reasons such as simply wishing to speak and treat everyone similarly. Diverging can also be
sought by those who choose not to engage in speaking with others either because they wish to
distinguish themselves from the other person or group or they simply have an unwillingness to
speak in the manner of the other speaker. Diverging can be non-accommodative; therefore,
diverging from others could be considered rude because the speaker is simply not willing to
engage in speaking to someone else. Gasiorek and Vincze (2016) explain that speakers often
diverge to lessen their communication. Many times, during a conversation, speakers may choose
to diverge because of dissatisfaction with the other speaker.
Gasiorek and Giles (2012) mention how speakers evaluate and make attributions based
on the encounter with the other speaker and the behavior. Converging in conversations can likely
increase positivity between two speakers, establishing better relations. Pitts and Harwood (2015)
explain that converging can lead to positive outcomes and lead speakers to a better understanding
of group identity. Many speakers may also converge due to similar values (Gasiorek & Giles,
2013). A person not accommodating his or her speaking could possibly result in bad relations
with the other speaker. Convergence will likely improve a conversation or complicate
conversations more depending on if a speaker is over- or underaccommodating.
It is also possible to converge, but to do so ineffectively. Overaccommodation can lead
speakers to feel patronized if other speakers are doing more than necessary to adjust their
behavior. Overaccommodation occurs when a speaker changes their communication too much
towards the other person, whereas under-accommodation is not adjusting one’s communicative
behavior enough to speak effectively (Gasiorek & Giles 2015). Accommodating one’s
communication toward a speaker can often be difficult because using the communication style of
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a different culture or group can be perceived as offensive. Rice and Giles, (2017) assert that it “is
then necessary to construct a convergence between the intention and the meaning” (p. 131). In
many conversations, overaccommodating can be accidental, but it still leaves issues in terms of
properly accommodating another speaker.
When should we converge and diverge. As Giles et al. (1991), stated, we mostly
converge when we want to adapt or accommodate to another group of speakers’ communication.
In intercultural situations, speaking with people that are ethnically and racially different can
reveal how a Black male may accommodate and change their speaking to a White male
differently than someone of his own racial group. A Chinese student, for example, at a
westernized institution may converge to other western colleagues speaking to appeal more to
their liking, but with other students of the same ethnicity, the Chinese student is likely to
maintain his or her communication style—that is, keep it the same—or even diverge from the
western style to appeal to members of their own ethnic group. These types of situations have
occurred for centuries since people of different cultures began to meet. Minority speakers are
likely to converge to the dominant speaker; however, if a member of a group is proficient in
another language, the student might feel more inclined to converge to the other minority
language if surrounded by friends of that culture (Bourhis, Sioufi, & Sachdev, 2012).
In terms of biological sex, men and women have been seen to be more accommodating to
someone of the same sex. Baker (1991) argues that women in the workplace are often not given
as much power because of discrimination and thus not able to speak as much as men. These acts
of discrimination and the ongoing interruptions of women by men still reveal the unbalanced
treatment that men receive compared to women in accommodation in the workplace.
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The Present Study
Despite the fact that we live in postcolonial times, there has still been little research done
on racial relations regarding accommodation in face-to-face communication. However, because
media outlets, like television, and social media websites, like Facebook and YouTube, have had
such strong impacts on the way we think about others and adjust our communication when
speaking with them, it is likely that people do accommodate their communication toward others
differently based on race and based upon postcolonial mindsets that have likely gone on for
generations.
The literature reveals just how these ongoing changes in postcolonial times, with the help
of media, have continued to alter the view of how people view and accommodate their
communication toward others based on race and ethnicity. In communication research,
postcolonialism has been applied primarily to media outlets and texts as biased systems and sites
that greatly dictate how we should perceive someone of a different race and even sex. This, then,
ties in with postcolonialism because it reveals that people may not have advanced in terms of
acceptance of others but merely use more advanced tools in replicating the sort of systematic
racism that is still used while still retaining postcolonial mindsets. Even people that others look
up to or admire may have biased views of other ethnic or racial groups, as media channels these
views, giving thousands or millions of other people these same mindsets, thus leading
postcolonial views to prevail in the media even in a more progressive 21st century. However,
postcolonialism has rarely been used to address face-to-face communication.
This study examines the reason behind message accommodation based on race, sex, and
identity. There continues to be a large force pushing for equality through means of more
progressive media, but problems of racism and stereotyping remain because of biased media
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from television to websites. In other cases, these discriminatory attitudes are taught from other
family members and have persisted through generations (Nast, 2000). Colonialism may play a
large role in how we accommodate our communication toward others, based on messages
received through media and interpersonal communication between ethnic groups. Through
media, these sorts of stereotypes continue, from objectifying one’s race to believing that one
person is simply better than the other because of skin complexion and biological sex. Previous
research has proven that these sorts of problems still occur. Currently, there are many places, not
just in the United Sates but around the world, where there remain issues in face-to-face
accommodation based on the simple notion of skin color. It is unclear why some speakers may
accommodate their behavior toward others based on race, which then leads to the question of
why we act the way we do based on the perception of a different speaker. This argument leads to
the following research questions.
Studies have shown that, in racial groups, there is likely a stronger feeling of safety and
security when people of the same group are together. From the literature above, evidence has
shown that people are likely to identify someone that may be Black from White, signifying the
different characteristics that they might display, thus creating false stereotypes and creating
racial categorization. The current issue regarding self-identification leads to why people continue
to create racial labels.
RQ1: How do people self-identify within their society?
Additionally, it is important to observe whether media have some effects on the minds of
how people identify other races. Based on evidence of people changing their social behaviors
when communicating with people of different races, it is likely that people treat others
differently in terms of communication. The literature review has shown that postcolonial media
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do have some influences on how people see one another racially, but do people see them playing
a role in how they communicate in face-to-face interaction?
RQ2: What role do participants feel media have in how they view people of different
race/ethnicity and how?
Due to lack of data regarding why people change, there is also a need for further research
as to why speakers accommodate others in different ways because of race. This question will
likely open discussion as to why participants do or do not change their speaking when
encountering people that are ethnically and racially different than themselves. When discussing
postcolonial stereotypes, it is easy to draw conclusions that people are likely to treat others
differently due to years of unbalanced wealth and political power. However, not enough research
has been done to record how communication is affected when two people of different races
communicate.
RQ3: In what ways do people accommodate their communication to others based on race?
RQ4: Why do participants feel that their communication style changes when
communicating with someone of a different group?
Conclusion
This chapter has examined many studies based on race, gender and media, including
research regarding CAT and postcolonialism. It also presented a theoretical framework that
forms the overall foundation of the study. This chapter has covered the gaps as to why people
may choose to accommodate to others differently and proposed a series of questions that will
address these issues. As many people, not just in westernized countries but around the world,
become more progressive in their attitudes toward people different in race and gender, there
remains an underlying series of questions about whether, why, and how people still change their
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speaking just because of someone’s racial appearance. The next chapter will focus on the
methods used to carry out a study to address these questions.
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CHAPTER III: METHODS
The last chapter focused on postcolonialism, the effects of colonialism, and
communication accommodation as they relate to postcolonialism. The chapter presented
postcolonial studies as the specific focus for understanding as to why people may accommodate
their communication toward others differently. This chapter will now explain how the data were
collected and the procedures that were followed in the current study.
Participants
Participants were comprised of university students from a midsized Midwestern
university of at least 18 years of age. The student sample is appropriate because of their age and
likely increased exposure to people of different ethnicities compared to someone who may be
older and lives in a small, homogenous town. A total of 135 participants partook in the survey.
Thirty-eight of the participants identified as East Asian while 41 participants indicated that they
were White/Caucasian. There were 17 participants that identified as Black, 14 had marked as
being Hispanic, six participants identified as Middle Eastern, seven marked as mixed race, one
participant marked as Native American, three participants had checked their identification as
other, one participant has marked as Pacific Islander and two participants marked South Asian.
The remaining participants identified with the other races available on the survey, while only one
participant asked not to be identified. Fifty-four participants identified as male; 75 participants
had identified as female, with the remaining participants identified as other. Most of the
participants’ ages were around mid-twenties ranging from 20 to 25 where the mean age was 24.
Participants could only choose one identity.
I recruited the participants through self-selection, specifically through an email message
invitation sent to a randomly selected set of students who had volunteered to receive invitations
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to studies, and through social networking sites like Facebook. Subjects were told that the study
would be investigating how they communicate with people from different groups and how they
might treat people from those groups. The recruitment message specified that the study was
looking only for individuals that would identify as university students due to the nature of the
goals of the study and who are at least 18 years of age.
Data Collection
Students who desired to participate logged onto an Internet website hosted on Select
Survey, a survey software hosted by my institution that allowed for the encryption of data.
Before the participants started the questionnaire, they were provided with the statement of
informed consent, regarding the types of questions that were asked and the purpose of the study
and why it was being proposed. The statement informed them that they could withdraw from the
study at any point without any repercussions and that they were free to contact a counselor if
they felt distressed at any moment. The questions were open-ended, with the participants typing
answers of varying length for their responses. Participants received space equivalent to a two to
three sentence response for each question but could type more.
After demographic questions concerning ethnic identity, sex, and age, the main questions
regarded any recent times participants may have interacted and communicated with someone of a
different race, with a total of 10 open-ended questions. This set of questions would be used to
better understand how participants accommodate to the communication of others and whether
their treatments differ between other races compared to their own. The survey appears in the
Appendix. The first set of questions asked about how participants identified themselves in
reference to other racial groups. Next, respondents answered questions regarding possible
changes in their communication with people of different ethnic groups and the reasons for those
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changes. The participants finally answered questions regarding whether they felt that media
influenced their thoughts and preconceptions of how to interpret others of a different race.
Procedures
All questions were written in English because all students were university students at a
U.S. American university. Once consenting to the study, participants identified what race they
belonged to and provided their age. There were a total of 10 racial/ethnic backgrounds to choose
from as well as options for choosing “other” and “mixed race.” Those who choose not to answer
this question were directed to a message that commended them for participating. It took
participants 20 to 30 minutes to complete the survey. All data gathered were anonymous because
I did not have any access to personal identification information or IP tracking capabilities. If
participants declined to participate, then they were commended for their time and the survey
closed automatically.
Questionnaire. The questions regarded any recent times participants may have interacted
and communicated with someone of a different race. This set of questions would be used to
better understand how participants accommodate to the communication of others and whether
their treatments differ between other races compared to their own. The survey appears in the
Appendix. Specifically, questions regarded four areas of identity and communication. The first
question asked would be the identification of other racial groups while also asking about being
influenced by the media. The respondents answered the questions regarding their thoughts about
their communication with people of different ethnic groups and if their behavior changed during
their conversation. The participants also answered questions regarding if media influenced their
thoughts and preconceptions of how to interpret others of a different race. Lastly, the participants
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discussed their previous conversation went with someone of a different race and if their
communication with the speaker was altered in some way.
Data Analysis
The data from the survey questions being analyzed required quantitative and qualitative
techniques because of the varied responses. Closed-ended answers required simple frequency
counts, with a mean calculation for age of participants. To answer the research questions,
thematic analysis of the open-ended questions was used. Data from the open-ended questions
were developed into themes and analyzed qualitatively. I derived patterns of similarly occurring
in the data as regarding each research questions (inductive data analysis). Each separate idea was
within an answer, as it related to research questions, constituted a unit of analysis; that is, if the
answer did not address a question, it did not have any units, but if a single answer has more than
one idea relevant to a research question, it may have multiple units.
The units then constituted information available for categorization to determine the
outcome of the study and also related to the research questions. Specifically, I used Spradley’s
(1979) semantic dimensions (e.g., “x is a type of y,” “x is a place where y occurs”) to locate
ideas to address each question. I consulted with an expert scholar to find units that indicate the
ways in which participants change their communication when speaking with others in RQ1,
while the types of meanings they draw about race from the media regard to RQ2. For RQ3,
categories concerned specific ways of adjusting one’s communication. For RQ4, categories the
internal or external factors participants perceived influenced their communication behaviors to
change. Numbers were assigned to categories for the survey question related to RQ1. All
borderline decisions were discussed with my advisor.
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Conclusion
This chapter has described the methods that were used in the present study, beginning with an
explanation of the recruitment of participants and the procedure for running the study. The
chapter also described the online survey procedure and outlined the questions that participants
answered. Lastly, the chapter outlined how the data were analyzed. The next chapter presents the
results of the study.
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CHAPTER IV: RESULTS
In the previous chapter, I discussed my methodology by relaying important information
relating to the study. The 135 participants answered a total of 10 open-ended questions regarding
race and accommodation. After I collected the data, I placed the participants’ responses into
representative themes. In this chapter, I will reveal the results pertaining to my four research
questions. I will first discuss how people perceive their ways of communication towards people
of different ethnic groups while using content analysis. The structure of this section was based
from Jakobson and Halle (1956). In recognizing the answers in relation to the literature review, I
framed the answers to relate how participants may enact certain actions with those they are
speaking to from different ethnic speakers.
Self-Identity
Research question one pertained to how participants identified the ethnic group to which
they belonged. To properly understand participants, it was important to have them state how they
saw or determined their racial and or/ethnic identity. The answers would then provide context to
their responses about communicating with people from other ethnic groups. The need to consider
self-identification was to ensure that participants knew of their own identity while speaking with
different groups. Recoding the participants’ behavioral attitudes in the answer then may reveal
some understanding as to why a participant treats someone different because of identify
compared to someone who is not the same racial or ethnic group. The open-ended responses
suggest five categories: culture, physical traits, national identity, and language.
Culture
There were 21 participants who also ethnically distinguished others by culture, explaining
that cultural behaviors and customs were how they would differentiate themselves from others.
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One participant explained about asking other ethnic speakers their ethnic background to
understand them:
I usually ask where they are from to know what kind of background they might have and
traits that I might relate to. But if they are ethnically different from myself, I tend to talk
about my own cultural background, language or mannerisms that are experienced by
different people.
Having a large Asian population taking the survey impacted the findings because it
showed participants viewing themselves coming from similar cultural families. Some
participants brought up their ethnicity as being Chinese and being raised with similar cultural
values. A participant who identified as Chinese noted that her cultural upbringing brought her to
be more reserved towards people that she believed to be ethnically different:
I distinguish myself different than others because I am living up on my cultural value,
specifically a Chinese value, and my behaviors are bounded by my cultural practice,
norm, and expectation. For example, I am super family-oriented, and I think about the
collective interest of my family of whatever I do. [I] as a foreign international student
also carry cultural expectation of my own country of origin. so, when I meet people in the
U.S., I always be aware of what I do or say, I would control and suppress my anger even
if I am not agree with some of the social practice here. I would not talk about politics and
express my true anger toward policy that harm the interest of my own country. These
make me uniquely different than most of other ethnic groups or racial groups because I
believe I am carry the cultural identity of my own groups.
Another participant who identified as mixed race had a unique response in identifying
with a certain ethnic group explaining that, because he was mixed race, half White and Black,
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there were many ways that he identified with Black culture, but there were also certain instances
he identified with non-Black cultures. The statement could also lead to future research into
mixed race identities. This statement shows that the notions of race and culture were
interconnected. Essentially, a participant could be of two cultures, and, while communicating
with someone of one culture, the participant may be unaware of which culture to identify with
thus showing how strong race and culture interconnect. Two participants that identified as White
seemed to feel more comfortable when speaking to someone at least that shared a similar culture
than someone who may have different cultures. An Indian participant for example expressed
preference with speaking with someone that also shared the same culture in a foreign
environment while sharing the same language and values. The examples from the participants
then show that culture and race are important when communication is established between
speakers from two different ethnic groups.
Physical traits. When participants were questioned how they ethnically distinguished
themselves from different speakers, 27 participants stated skin color. A White participant said:
“The easiest way to distinguish me from others is skin color; I am White, and I become
especially aware of that when I am communicating with someone who is not White.”
Participants explained that they often identified their differences in communication with
an ethnically different speaker in terms of other physical traits. One participant explained that not
only ethnicity, but ancestral traits passed down to ethnic speakers were noticeable:
I distinguish myself from other ethnicities by genetic material, the way we are made up
and look. Genetics is the clearest way of seeing the differences since it doesn’t only give
you the looks, but also, I believe certain traits of character and tradition are passed down
from your ancestors.
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National identity. Fifteen participants brought up national identity when distinguishing
themselves from ethnically different speakers. One participant ethnically differentiated as
Chinese but also said political differences generated complications:
I am ethnically Chinese, but I usually identify myself as someone from Hong Kong
because of political differences. I am proud of ancient Chinese culture since it has many
characters in the language and it teaches values of respect, honor, peace, tenacity,
wisdom, and others.
Another participant also brought up nationalities as ethnically identifying other speakers
while also stating that she was made up of different ethnicities. The fact that she sees herself
representing multiple ethnicities while being from only one nation suggests that determining
one’s nationality in terms of ethnicity could be complicated.
Some participants explained that it was often easier to speak to someone of a similar
ethnic group but were aware of their cultural differences when speaking with people of different
backgrounds.
Uncertainty. Many participants were uncertain about which race to choose from in
identifying themselves, with some saying that they were made up of multiple ethnicities, so
answering the question became confusing. One participant was not sure of his ethnicity: “I do not
ethnically distinguish myself from others in a purposeful manner because I am unsure of my
ethnic background.” Other participants were uncertain about how to interpret the question. A
participant who was unsure of her ethnicity explained how the question was difficult to answer
because of the multiple ethnicities that she was composed of:
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It’s hard for me to identify my ethnicity. I am a White woman, who was born in America,
a country that is extremely diverse. I know my countries of origin that my families
immigrated from, but my family doesn’t have strong ethnic ties.
The participant emphasized that, because she was made up of other ethnicities of multiple
countries, it became difficult to identify as solely one ethnic group in the survey. Many other
participants were likely made up of other ethnicities but, in the survey, identified with only one
ethnic group.
Language. Native languages were another distinguishing trait that participants noted as
distinguishing themselves from ethnically different speakers. A Latino participant, whose family
came from the Dominican Republic, differentiated him/herself based on races in the country:
The most obvious [trait] would be skin color, but my family is from the Dominican
Republic where many people range from Caucasian white to Haitian black skin. So, I
tend to notice other factors like the way someone speaks or behaves around others. There
are many distinguishing characteristics between different ethnicities and even between
those who speak the same language.
The United States, like other countries with multiple demographics, gradually has
appeared to shift to have a national identity that includes a multitude of other racial groups,
creating a more ethnically diverse country in terms of ethnic identity. This would then translate
to having more identities representing the United States than previously.
Media
For research question two, I explored participants’ perceptions of the influence of the
media. The findings suggested that most participants share a negative view of the media (movies,
news outlets), asserting that the news industry treats people of color differently because of racial
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differences by creating cultural biases towards different ethnic groups. The biases created only
preview negative actions of an ethnic group, creating a negative perception from most viewers
who watch popular, well-known news channels. Media texts tend to pit majority versus minority
groups in showing negative sides of different ethnic groups, often those other than White, while
underrepresenting or misrepresenting people of other ethnic groups and their cultural values.
Favoring Other Groups
A homogenous group within a nation will likely be able to establish control over other
groups if that group is in the majority or simply has more economic or social power than other
groups. It should be no surprise that at least eight participants asserted that, in the United States,
there were biased accusations in the news; they believe that most shows in the media favor
Whites over other ethnic groups, thus giving viewers a limited view of how other minority
groups act, creating a space for misconceptions and implausible assertions:
I think the U.S. media tends to portray White people as more advanced, intelligent, rich,
and educational than any other race or ethnicity. No offense, [but] I don’t see any Asian
American playing the protagonist in any of the movies, and I don’t see any Blacks [who]
are playing protagonist as often as whites in the media as well. Specially during the
political election, once I turn the TV on, it’s literally all Whites. I want to hear voices
from different racial or ethnics groups as well. Too bad I did not find it in the mainstream
media, yet.
One participant who was cautious of news organizations in the media said that movies
and the news channels likely ignore other ethnic groups and only describe the negative aspects of
other groups in favor of White cultures. When discussing racial complexities, most participants
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agreed that the racial intolerance of the media led to current issues in interracial communication,
such as stereotypes of other ethnic groups:
The media can make anyone believe anything about an ethnic group via Facebook videos,
articles, etc. For example, many Americans [watching media] tend to believe that all
Muslim people are bad in some way just because of the way terrorists can make them
seem as a people.
Another participant believed that the continuation of favoring one ethnic group over
another can lead to negative consequences for younger generations: “You find the media tries to
show that a certain ethnicity is only made of gangs, criminals, it [minority group] can do sports
only but [is] not good for schooling, and this ends up affecting this [their] ethnicity.”
A third participant criticized news outlets showing only negative sides of minority
organizations, saying that ethnic groups like Blacks are mostly affected by media
representations:
They’ll show stories and images about a specific ethnicity based on how the media is
telling the story. You decide from there on what you want to do with that information.
For example, the riots and the shooting all tied to the Black Lives Matter and Blue Lives
Matter movements. Some media show the awful side to Blacks by showing shooting at
cops, destroying towns, rioting. Then on the other hand you’ve got the media who shows
that, but shows the why to it all. They [media] hurt and distress Blacks.
Stereotypes of Ethnic Groups
Fifty-four participants had an overall negative view of the media, where they believed
that news outlets follow their own agenda, seeking to divide ethnic groups to gain more
favorability than other news stations. One participant who thought that stereotyping was
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common for news outlets believed that news shows have a strong, direct influence on their
viewers:
Sometimes I think the media perpetuates negative stereotypes associated with different
ethnicities (e.g., Asians are all good at math). These stereotypes are then reinforced into
Americans’ image of people ethnically differing from themselves, which leads to
prejudices.
Most of the participants’ views of the media were similar in terms of the reproduction of
stereotypes in television, as mentioned by the previous participant, demonstrating participants’
overall negative views. Some participants believed that news stations reported too much negative
news regarding certain ethnic groups:
I feel that the much of the news media is hurting the relations between different
ethnicities by cultivating an “us versus them” mentality within the viewers’ minds. This
then creates a toxic and unsafe environment for those who may be different.
This participant’s response suggests that generalizations from news channels have only
created more negative views, explaining why most of the participants stressed their discontent
with Western news outlets.
Another participant who was more negative about the media said that news outlets
continue to place minority groups like Blacks as criminals:
One group of people might be stereotyped as being criminals on the news, and all the
stories covered show that group of people in a negative light. For example, African
Americans tend to be covered in a negative light on Chicago news channels. They are
also still stereotyped on TV and in film. While some media tries to move away from
negative stereotypes, they still exist and are still perpetuated in media.
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Many participants relied on their own history of racial understanding in their argument
against the media, stating that in the United States, people of color are often stereotyped in that
certain ethnic groups are perceived as troublesome due to negative coverage from news outlets.
Another participant believed that common stereotypes are strongly connected with negative
perceptions on the part of viewers: “I think the media tends to fit people into certain molds based
on how [the] majority white culture has viewed them. A lot of base [biased] assumptions and
stereotypes people have been shaped by the media.”
In almost all cases, participants believed that news outlets in the media had caused issues
for groups of ethnic minorities. News outlets demonizing other minority groups by showing
negative actions and relying on biased assertions were two accusations described by the
participants in the issues made by popular news channels. The data suggest that participants feel
that news outlets do, in fact, separate different ethnic groups because of their bias and division of
other ethnic people. One participant believed that these outlets should discontinue
sensationalizing other ethnic groups:
I feel the media sensationalizes most ethnic stereotypes and differences. Big headlines in
Facebook posts, newspapers, and the left/right news stations tend more to exaggerate
ethnic differences between groups. I realize that people are different then me, but those
differences should be celebrated and not seen as negative.
Positive views. Most participants had an overall negative view of the media, compared to
only four who had positive views. A female participant viewed the media positively, saying that
the media assisted in helping viewers learn about different groups of people. The participant
asserted, “I think the media shows a fact that many people think that we are ethnically different.
For me, it’s a good way to learn about others, so I feel it’s ok about the media.”
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Different Ways of Communicating Based on Race
The purpose of the third research question was to understand how people perceive
ethnically different speakers’ communication and accommodate their communication behavior
based on racial identity. 65 participants described how they changed their communication
behavior where 25 said they did not change at all.
Slight Changes of Communication
Thirty-two participants said that they often would not change their communication based
on someone’s racial identity and, instead, would likely change their communication based on
cultural backgrounds. One participant who stated he would try to be clearer, noted: “I
communicate the same way with everyone. When speaking with someone that speaks a different
language than mine, I try to speak clearer and with more pauses so that they can understand what
I am saying.” At least one participant revealed that he would speak slower when speaking with
someone of a different race.
Participants came from very diverse areas; some participants who took the survey were
international students and explained that they often felt that native speakers may have changed
their communication. Many participants mentioned that changing communication was often not
needed, stating that they would not usually change their way of speaking because they spoke the
way they would to most people, regardless of identity.
Despite many assertions from some of the previous literature (Gasiorek & Vincze, 2016)
that people may behave differently, several participants mentioned that their communication with
ethnically different speakers was like that with any other speaker, regardless of race or ethnicity.
In responding to one survey question about how the participant would communicate when
interacting with people of different ethnic groups, one participant said:
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Just as I would anyone else. I’m an introvert at heart, so it's not easy for me to just start a
conversation, but when I do I start by finding common ground. Whether it be a show,
sports team, maybe I like their shoes etc… Often you find that if you have one similarity
with a person, you’ll have many others no matter if you’re ethnically different or not.
Another participant also explained that ethnicity was not of importance, saying everyone was
treated the same:
I often communicate the same way to everyone. Ethnic differences often do not influence
the ways in which I communicate. If an individual has trouble understanding my
language, I may speak slower or accommodate to their need. It is important to note that a
language barrier is independent of a person's ethnicity.
The previous example shows that a small group of participants perceived that their
communication had remained the same without any need for changes. Slower communication
was seen to become apparent in the answers despite participants’ claim of equal treatment of
others.
No Changes
One participant explained that he did not change his communication to appear fairer in
equal treatment of everyone saying: “I try to speak to people of all ethnicities equally.” A few
participants stated that they would not change their communication but did not provide any valid
reasons on why they would change.
One participant described trying to be polite, explaining there she or he made no changes
being made to communication saying: “I don’t think my method of communication differs based
on someone’s ethnicity. I suppose I try to be as respectful as I can be in my conversation.” A
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third participant who claimed not changing, explained she did not want to change her speaking
patterns as a reason for why she did not change her communication.
Changes but not Specifying
Some participants brought up changes in their communication, but were not clear on
exactly how they changed. One participant who felt less comfortable with White speakers said he
spoke better with non-White speakers:
I speak more comfortably and casually with ethnic minorities (non-White) because a lot
of ethnic minorities share the same cultural values and struggles, so I feel more accepted
and comfortable with them. With Caucasian people, I speak less comfortably/naturally
due to cultural differences.
Another participant also added that he hardly changed his communication, but did so only to not
appear racist:
Just normally between different races, we are all human. I do remember at one point
though feeling like to needed to speak carefully with African Americans I didn’t know. I
don’t know how or when I gained it or when it changed but I was worried I’d say
something that could sound racist.
A third participant who admitted being less comfortable when speaking with non-White
speakers also specified in changes, but stated feeling less relaxed around ethnically different
speakers:
I tend to be less relaxed and open when I am talking to a different ethnicity. I assume the
people of other ethnicity wouldn’t understand my jokes, conversation content so well.
Therefore, I tend to share less experience with them and speak less unless others are a
very good friend with me.
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Another participant who talked about his languages varying between speakers also did
not specify for her reason to change, but mentioned that her language may change: “Depends on
the ethnicity. My language might change to try to match that of the person I am speaking with,
trying to find common ground in similar words and phrases.”
Code switching was also mentioned by another participant, but also with details
unspecified. The participant explained: “There are certain figures of speech that may be avoided
or eliminated, while the inclusion of other terms or figures of speech may be added. Code
switching is a reality for me, most definitely.”
Another participant, who identified as a lesbian, mentioned her speaking patterns would
change but did not go further in depth:
I am a candid and outspoken individual, so my way of speaking does not change.
Interestingly, I also identify as a lesbian. I’ve noticed that more empathy is provided by
non-queer white individuals towards the LGBTQAI community; however, these same
individuals do not show any interest showing empathy towards issues concerning ethnic
differences. Someone should investigate this further.
A mixed-race participant said that adapting to someone else’s communication was also
useful: “Being mixed race, I find myself trying to adapt my communication style to the other
person.”
Changes in Verbal Communication
Paralinguistic level. One area of change that appeared from some of the answers
regarding communication were changes in aspects that are vocal but do not include verbal
content, things such as pronunciation, rate, and tone.
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Phonology. There were at least several participants who included that their
communication was different but being more something vocal than verbal. One aspect of change
is phonology, which deals with the pronunciation of words. Several participants noted that their
communication did not change, but their accents did change in addressing other ethnic speakers.
One participant who stated her accent changed but said that there was little change in her
communication, but her accent when speaking with someone of a different group, in fact, did
change. The participant went on to say: “I do not consciously change anything while
communicating with people who are different from me, but I guess my accent differentiates me.”
There were 23 participants who mentioned that their communication changed based on
different motivations and earlier preconceptions of the type of speaker they may encounter. The
motives for communication will receive attention in discussion of RQ3, but here, they relate to
different aspects of vocalic change. Twelve participants emphasized that they would try to be
more respectful when speaking with ethnically different speakers. In one case, in trying to appear
more respectful, one participant explained trying to speak slower for the other speaker to create a
better understanding where participants noted that mannerisms become more noticeable. One
participant who stated that he would be more nervous when speaking with others asserted: “I
tend to become a bit more nervous and become frustrated with myself that my mannerisms
become more forced and language becomes a little awkward” (emphasis added). Being more
forced may relate to pronunciation or rate (vocalics), and awkward language might refer to word
choice, which will be discussed below. One participant who had identified as Indian said that she
felt more relaxed when communicating with friends of the same culture and race:
If I am talking to my Indian friends, I will feel more closely related since our cultural
distance is closer than that of Americans. I can express myself a little more freely and
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openly because I know that we share a similar cultural value and view about certain
issues. If I am talking to an American, I might adjust and withhold some of my personal
thoughts about the issues, because I don’t want to be judged, or be criticized.
Again, being more “relaxed” and “free” in conversation may relate to vocalic pronunciation,
though her perceptions also impact the content of her words.
Some participants noted reasons for their adjustments in vocal characteristics. One
participant described how she handled a conversation with an ethnically different speaker saying
that when she would talk with international students she would try to speak in a more relational
tone and listen more carefully because of language barriers that might hinder a conversation.
Another participant suggested slowing communication but to appear more considerate for
someone who may not speak English well enough saying: “I communicate the same as I would
of someone who was ethnically similar. If they had a more basic understanding of English, I
might speak to them slower or take more consideration to make sure they understand me.”
Throughout the surveys, there were no traces of speakers feeling that they had angered an
ethnically different speaker based on the repetition of their communication. One participant did
say that if the speaker is from the same ethnic background, then her communication would likely
change such that better communication could be established without generalizing the ethnic
speaker prior to communication. The underlining assumption made was that a speaker who
appears ethnically different could also speak just as naturally, thus leading to fewer changes in
communication.
Another interesting point was made by one participant who said that her way of speaking
changed after living in the United States. The participant explained: “When speaking with
Americans, I unconsciously adopt an American accent. But in interacting with people from
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similar cultural background as me or ESL speakers, I adopt my natural accent while speaking
with a hint of an American accent.”
Rate of speech. One participant who was noted using simple terms when speaking with
different ethnic speakers revealed that the participant’s rate of speech changed when speaking
with ethnically different speakers: “Speaking with other ethnicities, I will slow down my rate of
speech and use simple terms to not offend the other person.” The participant explains that
changing his speech rate would likely create more peaceful conversations that would not agitate
the other speaker.
Tone of voice. At least two participants noted that their tone of voice changed when
speaking with differently ethnic speakers:
My accent and voice tone will automatically change based on my own perception of the
culture of such language. Since then, my behavior slightly changes as well because that
will help me blend in the culture easily. For example, I tend to speak louder and more
heavily in English than in Japanese. However, the habit of listening first does not change.
Participants likely changed their tone because of the environment that they were in,
compared to being in other settings with ethnically different speakers. These changes could also
relate to intergenerational speaking (Giles et al., 1999). Speaking to multiple ethnic speakers
could have also influenced the change of tone. Another participant who admitted to changes in
his communication also mentioned pitch change, saying that his voice would often become
lower.
Semantic level. Participants noted avoiding slang or using a simpler vocabulary when
communicating with ethnic others and the use and non-usage of slang. One participant, who
identified as African American, said that he spoke and used types of slang when speaking with
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Blacks, but would change his communication when speaking with people from other ethnic
groups to appear clearer when communicating:
By nature, I use a lot of slang or street terms in my every day conversations. If I believe
that will hinder the conversation in any way, then I will try to refrain from using slang.
For example, terms such as hella, live, lit, sent just to name a few. In a conversation with
my everyday friends, I may say something like, “Man, I was supposed to see so and so
but they sent me.” Within my group of friends and many others here in the States, they’d
acknowledge that the person backed out of the plans without ever telling just not showing
up or not responding. However, someone not familiar with that slang term may view that
sentence as incomplete, expecting me to finish it with something that they may have
physically sent me in the mail. Continuing, terms such as lit and live are terms I would
use to describe a party or a sporting event or any gathering that is an above
average/extraordinary time. This however confuses some of the older generations of my
ethnicity, let alone different ethnicities. So, I generally just try to take the slang out of my
speech.
Another participant mentioned learning slang and wanting to use it with other people of the same
ethnic group, but did not, stating:
Most of the slang I use is drawn from American Rap artists, and I used to live next to a
large group of students from Jaipur, India. None of them listened to much rap so I didn’t
use the slang I had drawn from rap songs and learned from rap artists.
Another participant who identified as African American said that when speaking with
other African Americans, the participant would speak using African American slang to enhance
communication, which then signifies how people of the same ethnic group may use similar styles
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of word choice to better facilitate a conversation. The participant would often let the different
ethnicity speaker begin the conversation:
Depending on a certain ethnicity, I always give them a chance to start the discussion and
I try to talk like them. For instance, when I am talking with an African-American, I try to
use their slangs, and accents so that we can hear each other.
Another participant who mentioned he attended a mainly Hispanic high school explained
that he would change communication because of the abundance of students that formed a
majority of the school’s enrollment. The participant explained: “Because I went to a mainly
Hispanic high school, when I am around friends or others from a similar background, I change
my vernacular. I tend to do this with closer friends.”
A second way that people changed their word choice was through the use of simpler
words, depending on the perceived group of the other person. One participant explained
changing their wording with one participant explaining differences in misunderstandings:
My way of speaking does not change until I see if there is cultural misunderstanding.
Then I try to change the words that I use for better understanding. Different ethnicities
could be that people are from the same county or other countries. If the different
ethnicities are from the same country then there shouldn’t be much miscommunication,
only the looks that’s it.
Another was careful when speaking with differently ethnic speakers, saying that he was
more aware of their conversation “[I am] more alert and careful in the way I communicate
including selection of words I use.” The situation then demonstrated how some speakers may
become more changed in terms of word selection during communication.
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Finally, one participant included both subthemes of slang and simpler language. He stated
that his communication would change when communicating when encountering people of
different nationalities:
I may speak slightly differently when dealing with people of different ethnicities, but
only if they are new immigrants and English is not their first language. I would not use
slang words and would speak clearly and describe things more.
Syntactic level. Only one participant expressed changes in his grammar in terms of
sentence complexity changes when communicating with ethnically different speakers. The
participant explained that, based on how much the participant knows the language, the
participant will adjust communication: “It changes from simple sentences/questions to complex
ones based on the other person’s English knowledge.”
Pragmatic level. Some participants stated that they would try to sound more proper in
their communication with others. One participant who identified as Hispanic changed
communication depending on certain races, saying:
It changes depending on who I am talking to. Sometimes I talk very proper with people
who are white, or Asian. I tend to talk relaxed with more slang with black people. I tend
to add more jokes with Latino people.
The participants’ answers revealed that some speakers changed their communication,
most importantly, in speaking more proper between Whites and Asians compared to people that
are Black or Hispanic. Preferences in changing communication between races then could become
more relevant through different participants.
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One participant who identified as Asian noted being more direct with certain ethnic
groups compared to others when communicating. The participant mentioned expressing herself
differently depending on the speaker:
I tend to use different ways to express myself according to which ethnicity I am speaking
to. For example, I talk more direct and easy with Chinese. More accurate and euphemistic
with Americans, and sincerer with Indians, politer with Japanese and Koreans, etc.
In terms of interethnic communication, one participant related that less humor would be
used compared to other ethnically different speakers: “I think specifically humor can be very
different from culture to another culture. so, what might be very normal for my own culture, it
might not be ok for another one. or might be meaningless.”
Changes in Nonverbal Communication
Body language, such as nonverbal movements, also appeared in answers made by several
participants who said that their gestures would change when communicating. One participant
who made physical changes when communicating mentioned different changes in nonverbal
gestures like head shaking, saying: “My nonverbal cues change. There are some ethnicities who
shake their heads a lot while talking and every time I am communicating with them I do a lot of
head shaking as well.”
Another participant changed the speed of his communication; the participant described
how the other speaker looks would impact how she or he would alter communication:
“Depending on the person's ethnicity, I will either speak in a slow, yet respectful pace, or I will
speak at a normal speed, using body language to help simplify the conversation.”
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Conversational Patterns
Many participants explained changing the wording of how they would address another
ethnically different speaker. Another participant noted that in conversations with ethnically
different speakers, the participant would try to be more attentive and listen when speaking with
different ethnic speakers.
Topic choice and turn-taking. When speaking with another ethnically different speaker,
one participant noted that the participant would try to find a topic that would best fit the
conversation. The participant explained her reasoning stating that she did not want to offend
others:
I will select the appropriate topic that doesn’t offend them. However, try to be the listener
rather than the speaker because you will never know when you offend them. I will only
speak more when I know them better and we become closer like buddies.
Reasons for Change
The goal of research question four was to reveal, when there were changes in
communication, what the reasons were for that change. Many participants explained they
changed their communication for various reasons such as to appear more understanding. This
section will provide an understanding of the reason behind the changes of communication
pattern.
A reason for changing could be due to unnoticed mimicry, as one participant was also
unspecified in describing his communication: “I find that my speech tends to imitate or mimic
some of the characteristics of the other’s speech.”
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Communication Clarity
Gasiorek and Giles (2015) determined that people change their communication by either
overaccommodation, in which speakers may be doing too much to accommodate a speaker’s
communication, or underaccommodation, where a speaker is simply not doing enough. Giles et
al. (2003) note a major factor for desiring to converge could be to be more clearly “interpreted”
or understood.
When asked about their most recent conversation with another speaker, another
participant who worked with international students mentioned:
Many times, people from different ethnicities bring with them different speaking styles
and registers. I tend to speak slower whenever I can unless if I am angry. Working with
international students with various levels of English, I heavily rely on body language to
get my points across.
A participant who changed communication to appear nicer, mentioned that they spoke differently
because ethnically different speakers did not at first understand what he was saying. Another
participant explained that communication was changed because of the language barrier that
likely had persisted between the participant and the other speaker.
A few participants added that they would change their communication with an ethnically
different speaker to appear more fun and enjoyable in the conversation, with one participant who
changed communication to be clearer, saying: “Sometimes it is for the sake of perceived clarity.
Often it is unintentional and done in an honest way to express enthusiasm in a conversation.”
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Impression Management
Many participants stated they would try to shape their communication based on the other
speakers’ appearance. One participant said communication would stay the same, stressing that
the participant did not want to sound racist:
Just normally between different races, we are all human. I do remember at one point
though feeling like I needed to speak carefully with African Americans I didn’t know.
I don’t know how or when I gained it or when it changed but I was worried I’d say
something that could sound racist.
Another participant explained he also did not want to be judgmental for changing his
communication towards others. By not being judgmental would likely explain how the
participant felt around others and how he spoke. Although the participants did not specify
becoming judgmental or trying to appeal to a group as related to image management, it became
apparent that the participants did in fact want to secure their image in the face of other speakers.
In accordance to not changing at least two participants said they did not change their
communication, so they would not come off as being judgmental with one Hispanic participant
explaining: “Because I didn’t want to be judge off my appearance and communication alone.”
The other participant admitted communication was changed because the participant did not want
to appear judgmental saying, there was a fear of coming off as a judgmental person if the
participant’s communication did not fit someone else’s view.
When discussing not trying to change communication based on another speaker, one
participant noted that comments about an ethnically different speaker may differ, not out of
being racist but also out of appearing politer towards someone of a different race. In accordance
to impression management, one participant mentioned changing communication to appear more
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serious to others saying: “There is a certain level of seriousness people will take with you when
they hear you speak a certain way.” Most participants discussed that they would change their
communication due to the appearance of an ethnically different speaker to sound and look more
proper. Another participant mentioned that changing their communication to be more “accepted”
would be the reason for their change. An interesting point one participant spoke about changing
his communication was to appear more professional when speaking with ethnically different
speakers and expressing hope in being accepted.
An interesting answer came from a participant who had identified as a minority stating
that changes would be made to how the participant spoke to not be stereotyped in in the media:
I’m probably not confident enough to believe that being myself will put me in a
perspective that I’m a negative stereotype. I want to avoid any preconceived notion they
have in their heads of what I should be like based on their encounters with my ethnicity
on the media.
Other participants could have had the same answer in terms of changing their
communication to not be stereotyped. Another participant who changed communication to
appear more considerate, wanted to increase comfortability with the ethnically different speaker:
Sometimes I want them to feel more comfortable, other times, I want people think that I
am a competitive and articulate person. I also want to be more considerate for speakers of
other languages as I went through those process [sic]myself as well. Being cautious was
also another reason as to why one participant had mentioned she changed her
communication.
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Another participant added an ethnically different speaker might not find the participant
interesting: “I think the other person may not think I am interesting assuming we have a different
cultural background. The culture I am interested in may not be an interest to him/her.”
One reason for not changing, according to one participant, was to not reflect bias: “I
don’t change my way of speaking. I refuse to let people feel comfortable spewing their
uninformed biases.” The participant stated he felt that changing his behavior could reflect bias
about other groups or possibly reflect political correctness that the other communicator could
reject. Another participant explained that they did not change their communication “because I
didn’t want to be judged off my appearance and communication alone.” The reason as to why
could be because the participant simply did not want to come off as judgmental.
Conversation Quality
Many participants mentioned changing how they communicated out of respect and
comfort for the other speaker. A participant who believed assimilation was important noted that
being respectful to another individual was necessary to establish positive communication:
Assimilation into culture, while respecting the culture and avoiding negative
appropriation, is important to me as an individual. Language is an inherent part of
culture, and shapes cultures and even neurobiology.
Comfort and enjoyment. One participant explained they did not want to worry the
ethnically different speaker and wanted to show respect. Another participant who believed that
changing communication related to establishing equality, said that expressing they would treat
anyone with the same communication and respect saying: “I think it shows that the
communicator cares about the discussion they are having and want to be equal with the other
individual.” Most speakers who identified as being non-White noted changing their
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communication when approaching speakers from other ethnic groups to ensure that their style of
communication was not difficult to understand. One participant mentioned his change in
communication because of the mistakes he noted in the other speaker’s communication:
I changed the way I spoke because I tend to pick up on mistakes and things that people
would say and do. When I hung around the international students, they spoke English in a
way that I was beginning to accommodate towards their speech patterns. But also, what I
said in terms of understanding each other. I found that many of them are very open
towards changing how they are, why can’t I?
Many participants included changing their communication out of respect for the other
speaker. One participant who expressed the need for comfortability when communication said he
wanted to have the ethnically different speaker feel more comfortable when conversing, so he
had changed the way he spoke. An African American participant desired more simple
communication and expressed changing communication for acceptance saying: “It seems like it
helps them more fully connect with me while making it easier to understand them.”
Showing respect by properly assimilating to someone else was one participant’s reason
for changing communication to ensure there was no disrespect to the individual speaker saying:
“Assimilation into culture, while respecting the culture and avoiding negative appropriation, is
important to me as an individual. Language is an inherent part of culture, and shapes cultures and
even neurobiology.”
Another participant, who expressed the need for more comfort when speaking with others
explained change in communication to make the conversation more enjoyable for the other
ethnically different speaker. Reasons for why people that change their communication to make
the other speaker have more fun have not yet been fully researched.
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A third participant noted that the change of communication was often unintentional and
was meant to bring more enjoyment to the conversation, saying: “Sometimes it is for the sake of
perceived clarity. Often it is unintentional and done in an honest way to express enthusiasm in a
conversation.” Changing communication to appear more simple and enjoyable was another
reason for speaking differently to an ethnically different speaker.
At least seven speakers mentioned that their communication was slower when speaking
with ethnically different speakers, citing that trying to appear politer was a reason for a change in
speaking:
Sometimes, I communicate in an extra careful manner since someone who is ethnically
different may have taboos or such. I also want to show that I respect their culture rather
than being judgmental (since racism is quite common in Chicago).
Building Connections with the Other Speaker
Most participants wanted to establish equality with the ethnically different speaker and
explained this as their reasoning behind their change in communication. One Hispanic
participant stated his reason for change in communication was to get his point across:
I was enjoying our conversation and wanted to learn more about his experiences in life.
There were concepts I could relate to, but felt it was important to change my syntax so
that it was easier to get across that we were both on the same page.
Another participant also mentioned that he changed his communication for the other ethnic
speaker to feel accepted.
Conclusion
Slowing communication was shown to be a primary type of change when participants
spoke with others, which was a way of better accommodating other speakers. Even if participants
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did not try slowing down their communication, some noted trying to hide their nonverbal
mannerisms. As for the media, negative views from participants showed that they felt that many
news outlets in the media in the United States objectify and stereotype other minority groups.
The consequences of this relate to viewers having prejudiced views of other groups due to
negative coverage by news outlets. Participants reflected their distrust for the media along with
stating that media organizations place all racial groups in categories, which could be due to
postcolonial residue. Participants reported mostly positive relations with other speakers and
stated that they were aware of their own ethnic identity when differentiating from others. The
results highlighted cultural issues that remain in interethnic communication along with the
realization of biased news stations that continue to create social divides among ethnic groups.
Although some participants reported not changing their communication, others noted that
they do see themselves changing their communication when speaking with ethnically different
speakers such as speaking at a slower rate to ensure proper understanding. The participants
explained that changes in their communication served simply to better understand and respect the
speaker in the conversation and not because of any racially held views. Most participants
revealed their reason for changing communication was to simplify the conversation between
them and the different ethnic speaker. The largest influence on preconceptions of other ethnic
speakers, according to most participants, was racially biased media. The results of the study
show many implications for future research, which will be discussed in the final chapter.
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CHAPTER V: DISCUSSION
The purpose of this study was to examine the communication between speakers of
different ethnicities to see if that communication can be explained through open-ended surveys
using thematic analysis, while providing more content on a topic that has not been as thoroughly
researched. Observations of possible postcolonial behavior was conducted, but the data only
revealed that major news outlets in the media were shown to show such postcolonial
resemblance as described by the participants. A major reason for change based on the results was
for group acceptance. Participants noted wanting to establish comfort for making changes in their
communication while no speaker mentioned changing based on negative racial aspects of the
other speaker.
As my research was primarily on changes in speaking behaviors, it made sense to
conduct surveys from college-aged participants in hopes of obtaining responses from a group of
people who have likely mingled more with those from other ethnicities compared to other
generations in the Midwest. One hundred thirty-five people who had a recent conversation with
speakers from different ethnicities and were willing to describe changes, if any, in their
communication participated in the study. I chose to focus on changes in speaking behaviors
between people of different ethnic groups because of the increase in diversity, particularly within
Western countries, where the changes in speaking behaviors will likely occur because of major
demographic changes. Along with changes in speaking behaviors, I felt that postcolonial
influences were likely to occur while individuals were dealing with communication with people
from different ethnic groups.
The previous chapter presented qualitative results that I used in the study. Using
qualitative research, I obtained a better understanding as to why people may change their
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communication because of another speaker’s ethnicity; however, I found that reported changes in
speaking behaviors were not as closely related to postcolonialism as previously thought. In this
chapter, I will discuss in more detail the experiences from the participants’ communication with
other speakers in response to the research questions. I will then discuss the strengths and
limitations of the study and finally will go over opportunities for future research.
Summary of Findings
The study focused on participants’ changes of communication with speakers of different
ethnicities and how they might adjust their communication with these speakers during their
conversation. The first step was to conduct thematic analysis of the responses to the open-ended
questionnaire. A thematic analysis created better opportunities to locate certain units of data and
compare certain issues of communication from the participants’ perspective. Overall, the results
from the study showed that speakers sometimes make minor changes when speaking with people
of different ethnic backgrounds, and such changes might be based on their perceptions of their
own identity and media representation.
The overall purpose of research question one was to see how participants would identify
themselves compared to other ethnic speakers. The results from the question showed that people
will likely identify their own ethnicity with people of their own skin color. Other ways of seeing
one’s ethnicity include culture, language and nationality. The results reveal that some
participants do in fact have preference for speaking to others of the same racial group. Besides,
racial preferences, another reason for hesitancy towards communication with other groups was
nervousness. The research then echoes Dixon (2006), in that people are aware of ethnic
differences. The results connect with the first question based on how participants were aware of
their own identity and speaking with someone of a different race. The relevance in results
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relating to postcolonialism would be that speakers may behave differently when communicating
with other ethnic speakers but not in a negative way. Media from the results section revealed
about the second question was that major news outlets could in fact create racial categories,
which then can lead to the residue of colonial mindsets present in the minds of people that
racially discriminate in the media. The results proved that from the last two questions regarding
changing communication, that participants did change. Participants were shown to reveal signs
of change but in the form of understanding and not of forms of postcolonial discrimination.
The responses from most participants, in accordance with question two regarding the role
of media, revealed strong emotions towards the media, stating that news outlets represented
biased views towards certain ethnic groups. The results revealed that most speakers admit that
branches of the media such as news outlets reflect racial biases towards different ethnic groups
while only showing negative sides of these groups. For example, news outlets in the media
provide negative coverage of African Americans and other minority group and exclude crimes of
the Whiter majority. Many participants agreed that the sort of messages created by the media
would not only generate negative views but also show only the negative sides of other racial
groups which, as mentioned before, leads to biased preconceptions. Regarding the third research
question covering what ways, if any, participants changed their communication based on race or
ethnicity of the other participant. Participants described their communication to become slower,
with some participants becoming more careful in choice of wording while trying to be more
understanding of the speaker that was ethnically different from them. Participants continued to
discuss certain instances while they changed their verbal or nonverbal communication based on
how they saw someone as ethnically different. Perceived differences in language, culture,
nationality, and skin color or other physical characteristics of the other were deciding factors in
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whether participants changed their speaking behavior. Altering communication based on
different speakers was not seen as being negative; rather, participants saw it as being more
understanding of speakers of a different ethnicity. Those participants who did change their
communication stated that changing their communication would not only progress the
conversation but hopefully increase the quality of communication for both speakers in learning
more about each other, which relates to the fourth research question. Some participants also
changed their communication to appear respectful and more understanding of the other speaker.
For that reason, as mentioned regarding the last question, some participants stated that they
slowed down their communication. This, then, implies that communication is clearly altered
when speakers of different racial groups communicate. The findings from participants and the
media regarding postcolonialism suggest that organizations have the colonial habit to racially
stereotype non-White people in the news projecting a negative view that can only generate false
perceptions of other ethnic groups. The type of action made by news organizations then
resembles how people in power ignore the common problems in racism and stereotyping (PittRivers, 1967). Another example of the postcolonial mentality of the news organizations came
from most of the participants’ answers saying that not just news outlets but television shows and
other forms of the media make non-Whites seem not as important and create labels, which then
only leaded to the mistrust of the participants to the media.
Each research question had certain themes, the first dealing with how participants
described their identity. The importance of identity was for participants to understand what
ethnic group they identified with which helps in understanding the stereotypes that exist among
different ethnic groups (Dixon, 2006). Participants gave answers explaining their identity, which
can help readers understand the different ways participants perceived their identity, such as in
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terms of physical traits, nationality, race, or language. The purpose of the second research
question was to find if postcolonial behavior was present in media, particularly Western media.
The answers provided understanding that there was a certain bias that participants felt was being
emulated by news organizations. Participants’ answers related to the previous literature regarding
how news outlets were overly concerned with representation and race regarding identity (Cere,
2011). The purpose of the third research question was to see if people changed their
communication. The answers clarified whether postcolonial thoughts may have been present for
the participants. Evidence from the literature review had shown participants changing their
communication based on the other ethnic speaker (Gasiorek & Giles, 2012). In addressing the
fourth question, the answers showed that participants would change their communication but in
order to accommodate the other’s communication and not due to having postcolonial mindsets.
The results mean that people change their communication but as mentioned earlier, do so to
increase closeness with the speaker. The participants showed a desire to converge to the speaker
so that they could accommodate the other speaker’s communication (Gileset al., 1991).
Another speaker who had preconceived notions about other ethnic groups suggested that
such notions impacted her communication choices:
Like many others, I also have preconceived assumptions about other ethnic groups. It’s a
matter of trying to look past your presumptions and taking that other person at face value.
A Caucasian person, for example, I would perceive as being more sensitive to certain
topics or more condescending. These are things I don’t want to think or believe are true,
but it’s more of a product of my upbringing.
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As mentioned earlier, the participant explained his preconceived assumptions in terms of his
upbringing, as most participants were likely raised in ways to believe people act in certain
behaviors because of different cultures.
Implications
Theoretical Implications
In the view of the results, it is important to look at the implications for media and changes
of communication towards other ethnic speakers and how the findings relate to postcolonialism
and communication accommodation. Firstly, people are aware of their own identity when
speaking with others from different ethnic groups. For example, people are aware of their own
ethnic differences when speaking to someone else of a different race, with one participant
saying: “I ethnically distinguish myself from others I perceive as different by the country we
both are from, our first languages, perhaps if we look differently, or if our accents differ.”
Secondly, communication between speakers of different ethnicities changes, according to
the participants’ self-reports, but only in terms of accommodating communication to the other
speakers. Media representation plays an important role in creating social categorizations and
perceptions of other racial groups, particularly in the United States. For example, one response
from a participant was, “Many media outlets like to use ethnically different people as either
scapegoats or reasons to push their own agenda,” which revealed that some participants feel that
the media may take on views that scrutinize certain ethnic groups like Blacks and Hispanics.
Participants expressed a mostly negative view towards news outlets; others accused some news
outlets of representing racism through stereotyping, while the results of the findings suggest that
non-Whites are represented in a negative light thanks to poor media representation of other
ethnic groups. Many viewers can hold these biased views towards ethnic groups due to the
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negative coverage as described from participants. The critical response from the participants
showed their distrust towards news outlets in the media. The results reflect the findings of Dixon
(2006), as most participants in the study were aware of the stereotypes of other minorities by
branches of the media like news outlets.
Postcolonial theory. Postcolonial theory explores how literature produced in countries is
or was affiliated at one time, with colonialism (Said, 1978) and extends to the ways that colonial
histories impact the lives and communication of individuals (Shome & Hedge, 2002). The results
from the study suggest that many people in news organizations may harbor some colonial
attitudes. The findings support postcolonialism because there continue to be people that
categorize and stereotype other racial groups in terms of objectification and demonizing nonWhite people, which strongly relates to having a colonial mindset.
The residue in non-postcolonial countries, for example, European countries, is still
relevant. As discussed in the literature review, social barriers continue to exist between Whites
and Blacks. As mentioned by Dixon and Rosenbaum (2004), social barriers for Blacks was due
to colonization and the creating the mindset that Blacks were essentially not on par with their
White counterparts. That being said, the extended residue seems to remain in non-postcolonial
countries as not only people, but media outlets show white skin as being purer and likeable while
having dark skin was seen as being more unattractive, at least as participants describe those
outlets. The idea that residue left in non-postcolonial countries remains, particularly among
people of color in Western countries, reflects previous literature (Stepler,2016) showing how
Blacks and other groups are still widely discriminated against as equal quality for not just Blacks
but all minority groups has yet to be established.
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While most of the findings did not relate to postcolonialism, there were some instances in
media that did resemble postcolonial actions. First, participants state that news outlets, from
television to the Internet, show only one side of an ethnic group, often the negative side. This
can create distrust on the part of the participants. Many participants stated that outlets in the
media would scrutinize certain ethnic groups thus creating the uneasiness and trust between the
participants and the news outlets. One participant asserted that news outlets in the media have
commonly sided with one ethnic group over another in showing negative coverage of non-White
ethnic groups in hopes of increasing viewer popularity. Studies regarding racial inequality relate
negative racial representation to colonialism (Sommers, Apfelbaum, Dukes, Toosi, & Wang
2006). Specifically, participants believed that many media outlets followed an agenda that did
not appear to be in favor of covering other ethnic groups in a positive light, which maintains
White power within society. One participant mentioned that movies also portray Whites as being
intelligent and rich while casting Blacks as being dangerous and poor and Asians as being rich
and smart, therefore showing that racial categorization of media outlets appears to continue from
colonial times.
Third, according to Postcolonial theory, these news outlets reflect the actions and
footsteps of colonialism in labeling other racial groups negatively (Lazarus, 2002). This study
shows that participants believe that the messages from biased news outlets create resentment that
people, like the participants, have towards the media. The arguments made by many participants
best connected with Hall’s (2007) argument that people of color are still silenced by news outlets
and other organizations in the media, which then allow Whites to speak for them. The
participants perceive that the media do, in fact, have power on their viewers in terms of racial
criticism along with exerting power over other ethnic groups.
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The link to postcolonialism is that, when speaking with others of different ethnic groups,
the participants described the actions of news organizations and their stereotypes and labels put
upon non-White groups. Postcolonialism hence refers to the lingering effects of what colonial
actions were placed upon non-White groups thus showing the residue of postcolonialism in the
media. Postcolonial residue affecting non-colonized countries can simply be in the form of
racism where the labels placed on Blacks and Indigenous people is likely negative. As mentioned
in one study (Stepler, 2016), Blacks still feel that there is still an unequal balance of equality
compared to their White counterparts. This suggests that when Blacks are often pulled over by
the police more often than White drivers, this likely stems from the residue of postcolonialism
and the fact that the label placed on Blacks during colonial times affects them to the present day.
According to Wasserman (2006), influences on media like news outlets are primarily
Western, as reflected in the results, where most of the participants explain that many racial
groups that are not Western-like are portrayed in a negative light. Face-to-face communication
reflects this when people are careful when speaking with people of different races of to avoid
certain political subjects. In this case, media representation connects with face-to-face
communication in different societies (Entman & Rojecki, 2001), as it portrays how ethnic groups
are aware of sensitive issues when communicating with one another. This example demonstrates
the power of Western media. This study shows that while news outlets in the media are seen to
express racial bias, viewers are becoming more aware of the problems stemming from certain
news outlets in the media. Reporters in news outlets reflect colonial attitudes as far as
categorizing those that were not White (Gunew, 1997). Participants imply that media outlets
demonize certain racial groups: One participant mentioned how many minority groups in the
United States are ostracized by news outlets in the media. In addition to the study, the
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participants’ highlighting of the media’s addiction to representation and stereotyping other racial
groups (Cere, 2011) has postcolonial relevance, as the media displays more positive images of
Whites over other races in Western countries (Alhassan & Chakravartty, 2011). In their
descriptions of the influences of the media, participants describe how the media represented
certain ethnic groups in a problematic way (Plasa, 2000), which relates to postcolonialism and
how the media frame ethnic groups that are not White as troublesome.
At the same time, postcolonialism may not relate to participants’ own views of ethnic
identity, as some participants viewed other ethnic speakers as just normal speakers without
creating ethnic labels during communication. The third-person media effect (Davison, 1983)
could explain why participants gave their answers on media questions, in that people believed
that media affect other people but not themselves. Traces of postcolonialism may also affect the
participants because of how news outlets in the media affect their treatment to different ethnic
speakers beyond their own moral thinking (Waters, 1992). Media, then, may relate to the
participants’ communication because of the images and messages that they relay to participants
on how they may behave towards different ethnic speakers.
Communication between speakers, while changed, is changed for reasons as to appear
politer to the other speaker. However, this sort of communication may still demonstrate traces of
postcolonialism because there were participants that stated they would still change their
communication based on someone of a different ethnicity without stating whether the other
speaker could have been of the same nationality. This reveals the inherent changes that people
are likely to make in their communication based on the appearance of someone else regardless of
whether the other speaker is of the same nation. However, while there were no traces of
postcolonial behaviors in the participants’ comments about their own behavior, future research
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could show that the racial demonization that news outlets make of other minority groups could
generate a postcolonial mindset, as participants did mention the racial divisiveness that certain
news outlets previewed.
Communication Accommodation Theory. CAT posits that people will accommodate
their communication towards or away from another speaker (Gasiorek & Vincze, 2016). The
results of the study support the theoretical assumption because the participants described how
their communication did in fact change while speaking with people of different races.
Participants reported changing their behavior in a variety of ways including speaking at slower
rates or changing how they would normally speak when speaking to other ethnic speakers.
CAT explores the reasons as to why people may change their communication between
speakers and how people accommodate towards or away from another speaker’s communication.
The theory suggests that people sometimes overaccommodate to others’ communication by
slowing down their speaking to appear more understanding and respectful. Participants in the
present study may also have believed that they were converging appropriately, but the other
speaker may not agree in terms of over- or underaccommodation (Giles et al., 2003). In this
study, some participants stated that they change their communication upon speaking with
someone of a different racial background, but there were no signs in the results of people
underaccommodating. It might be that participants are not aware of any underaccommodation.
One criticism of these findings would be, when speakers change their communication, that the
other speaker may be not only racially but culturally different. To clarify, people may adjust to
perceived language communication and language differences between certain cultural groups
when they believe there are differences in groups when in fact, there were none (Baldwin,
Coleman, González, & Shenoy-Packer, 2014).
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While many of the participants did not see their changes in speaking behaviors as
negative, Giles et al. (1991) assert that changing speaking behaviors could lead to having other
speakers feeling more insulted. One participant, for example, stated that he tried to change his
communication to be like that of the other speaker, but later confirmed it was offensive. The
speaker immediately spoke the way he normally would, maintaining his communication style.
Accommodation was shown to be in effect, in that participants adjusted their communication and
often converged to different ethnic speakers. One speaker stated that, based on the ethnicity of
the other speaker, he would converge to the other speaker to appear more comforting, rather than
diverge away from a speaker. Most participants in the study reported converging to someone’s
communication than diverge in most situations.
Speakers did not mention signs of overaccommodating or underaccommodating in terms
of changing too much or too little in their communication with speakers of other ethnicities.
Participants described making what they saw as the right amount of changes in their
communication with other ethnic speakers, not stating if they had been over or under
accommodating. Participants may have tried to alter their speaking behavior to appear more
respectful to not appear being underaccommodative towards the other speaker. Some speakers
also stated that their communication did not change at all, possibly trying to avoid appearing
over- or underaccommodative altogether.
A linkage to CAT would be that the participants revealed adjusting their communication
to properly accommodate the other ethnic speaker’s communication. White participants may
have mostly changed their communication to other ethnic speakers because of the racial
population of the United States and the fact that Whites make up a majority of the population.
Black participants described adjusting their communication to other speakers of the same ethnic
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group. A Black participant mentioned changing communication with White participants,
converging to the White speaker’s communication for acceptance and hoping to feel more
professional.
The results showed that participants were more likely to converge to another speaker’s
communication when are they are in the same ethnic group or for group acceptance. The
communication from participants demonstrated communicating with others of different ethnic
groups change but to converge to another speaker to increase comfort and group belonging. The
communication between participants showed that the speakers intended to increase their social
distance with the other speaker (Gasiorek & Vincze 2016). The desire to converge while not
reflecting traces of postcolonialism reveals that participants may not have had a colonial mindset,
as earlier anticipated.
Strengths, Limitations and Directions for Future Research
Strengths and Limitations
This thesis will serve as initial research in exploring speaking behaviors among different
ethnic groups understood through a postcolonial lens. One of the strengths of the study was the
involvement of the 135 participants, which provided enough data as I found many results in
accordance with the study. I collected information to reveal common communication behaviors
that relate to postcolonial mentalities such as whether people categorize others into ethnic
groups. In addition, this study was special as the participants could give critical thought into how
they may not have realized changes when communicating with others prior to taking the survey.
Studies regarding postcolonial behaviors dealt with negative experiences but most
responses did not reflect the postcolonial attitudes that were previously documented in racial
thoughts. The present study is unique because it reveals that participants are aware of ethnic
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identity in their communication. Postcolonial attitudes were not present, but participants did
mention the actions of people in news organizations that resemble postcolonial actions in terms
of racial categorization. Future research should investigate whether people see their
communication adjustment in terms of ethnic differences or cultural differences when interacting
with international students, as well as how international students perceive their adjustment to
U.S. nationals either in cultural or ethnic terms. A possible reflection of colonial attitudes could
be that people adjust their communication out of respect for the other ethnic speaker, but that
such adjustment could, in fact, ensure that the dominant, White U.S. communication style
remains. Regardless, the present study could not determine colonial mentalities directly because
participants were not aware of the changes or how they were perceived (Giles et al., 2003). The
responses from most participants about the negativity and racial categories created by media
outlets suggests that colonialism still affects western thinking despite democratic progression in
trying to alleviate such problematic symptoms. These studies, hence, suggest how powerful
postcolonialism may be in terms of creating tribal mentalities of group identification and changes
in speaking behaviors,
While postcolonialism was not clearly present in the findings of participant reports of
changes in their behavior, such changes might show one ethnic speaker being labeled or
discriminated against in some form of racism. Postcolonial behavior would have likely shown
how people perceive others negatively because they are of a different ethnic group, which was
not reported in the comments from the participants from any race. People in media, however,
could have likely demonstrated postcolonialism, as the participants mentioned several ways news
organizations and other various media outlets place labels on non-White groups and view them
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only with a negative perception. The issues with people in news organizations could then likely
lead to future research as to why people create labels for non-White ethnic groups.
While the study had strengths, some noteworthy limitations are also apparent. The first
limitation was the limited number of participants taking the survey. The number of participants
was sufficient for taking the survey, leading to redundancy in thematic development; however,
overall there could have been more participants to gather better results and perhaps develop
richer categories. The fact that only Midwestern students at certain age groups participated could
have led to a limited range of responses due to the participants living in similar environments. If
there would have been more surveys taken by others around the United States, then there could
have been more diverse results.
Several response biases may have impacted the study. First, participants may have felt
that questions were too direct and thus not provided an honest answer to the survey, reflecting a
social desirability bias. Social desirability may also have impacted the study as participants may
have felt inclined to answer questions in a particular way due to the language of the question. A
participant could have felt that his or her race may have been targeted as a sample for the study,
and therefore given false answers to represent her or his race well.
Non-distinction between races also may have hindered the study as many participants
may have not looked at race as being of importance. It is possible that the participants did not
differentiate between notions like race, ethnicity, or culture when responding to the survey.
Clearer instructions may have been more helpful in their self-identification when taking the
survey, as some participants were unsure at first how to address the second question of the
survey.
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Another limitation would be possible memory effect, because the survey asked
participants to recall times when speakers had their last conversation with someone from a
different ethnic background. It is possible that they did not remember how they communicated
or, in fact, if they were aware of changes that they did or did not make in the interaction. Leets,
Giles, and Noels (1999), for example, note how some people are not aware of the changes they
make. Participants were likely not able to describe every detail of their encounter, which could
have been crucial for collecting pertinent information. These limitations then relate to whether
the participants were honest with their answers due to possibly feeling uncomfortable with the
questions or simply wishing to advance through the study without thinking critically. Many
participants also described not changing communication behaviors at all, so different questions
about previous encounters with other speakers could have benefited the study.
Having participants that may have come from a marginalized group may have better
demonstrated postcolonial behaviors when speaking with others from different ethnic groups.
However, the marginalized groups might be less willing to describe their experiences with others
as they might be tired of talking about racial or other types of oppression. The marginalized
groups may describe their communication as being bad as a form of being intolerant of the
dominant ethnic group. Social desirability bias could have also lead for participants to answer the
questions in a particular way that may not have benefited the study.
Future Research
There are many opportunities for future research, such as more exploration as to why
people change their communication and perhaps further investigation into colonial effects that
continue within communication. Postcolonialism itself still has not been fully researched in
terms of finding out why people may speak differently in intergroup or intercultural interaction.
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In postcolonial times, images in the media continue to have an effect on people, creating a
mindset in which Whiteness rules over those considered Non-White or “third world” (Shome,
1996). The present study exposed the sorts of changes in behaviors created by speakers when
communicating with people of different races, through few participants stated explicitly that it
was because of race or ethnic differences that they communicated differently. As previously
mentioned, speakers may not even catch themselves speaking differently to people of different
ethnic backgrounds. Examining the link between postcolonialism and race, then, will likely
yield more information on people and their social behaviors towards others. The participants in
this study mentioned having peaceful intentions for the changes in their communication when
speaking with speakers of other ethnicities. Researchers may benefit by seeking participants who
may have had more negative experiences with people of different ethnic backgrounds to find any
postcolonial evidence. It is still necessary to examine recent conversations that speakers may
have had with differently ethnic people to fully understand why people behave differently in
their communication. As mentioned previously, one participant stated feeling more secure when
speaking with people of the same race than others in relating to culture and region, signaling that
college students could revert to creating negative stereotypes when communicating with different
ethnic speakers (McKenna & Sauceda, 2001). The need also extends to looking at
communicative behavior because participants were not aware of the changes they made when
they adjusted their communication with different ethnic speaker; ethnographic or experimental
research may also be necessary in future studies.
This study demonstrates the importance of examining racial relations as they relate to
changes in communication. As communities become more diverse, the possibility of changes
within communication will become more apparent. More research would, then, become useful to
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better understand changes people make when encountering ethnically different speakers. A
quantitative study may be beneficial to obtain results at a quicker pace and to more clearly show
quantitative relationships. The present study showed that the media may influence people to
speak and act differently when encountering people of different ethnicities. As many of the
participants mentioned, much of the media in American society is biased and often represents
people of color stereotypically. The result from the influence of news outlets, specifically, has
created a distrust among many people who oppose news outlets’ negative portrayal of ethnic
minorities. Researchers may benefit from open-ended questions as participants are able to
describe in full detail their experiences of communicating with speakers from other groups. Due
to an ever-changing demographic in Western countries, particularly the United States, more
research will be needed to properly document human reactions to change and how and when they
will change their behavior to ethnically different people.
Connections to the review of literature revealed that there was a definite problem when it
came to news organizations and non-White groups because of racism. As previous research
(Strongman, 2014), linked that postcolonialism has thrived throughout the passing centuries and
still hindering non-White people in terms of racial discrimination. Media organizations described
in the literature review then had the problem of labeling and carrying on the stereotyping that
was implemented during colonial times. The links to the literature review did show that, even if
people do not change their communication because of a postcolonial mindset, colonialism may
still impact the actions of western media organizations.
In terms of the changing demographics of Western society, communication between
others has remained the same despite a large decline in a homogenous group. Changing
demographics will likely impact whether people will adjust their speaking behaviors over time.
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Changing demographics, hence, suggest that Whites have likely made more changes in their
communication with others than in previous generations due to a greater number of non-White
speakers. The changes however, are likely made more by non-White speakers because of the
majority of Whites in the country and the style of communication that remained dominant. It
may be that the increased change in demographics could lead to a different direction in terms of
speaking behaviors because of increased exposure to other cultures such as mentioned earlier in
the document showing a large increase in Hispanic and Asian populations. That is, as the
population becomes more diverse, communication adjustment might become either less
prevalent or more multi-directional. At the same time, even in a multicultural society like the
United States, the speaking patterns stemming from communication may remain the same due to
their being cultural norms in a western society. The effects of a dominant power structure from
Whites has molded communication styles for all ethnic speakers and is likely to continue; even
though the hegemonic power may be in decline, the linguistic effects will likely continue to
remain.
Summary
This study reveals the overall human behavior of how people of different races
communicate with one another in terms of changes in communication. The study showed that
participants used selectivity in communicating with other races, changing their behavior
depending on the cultural identity of the communication partner, though there was not enough
evidence to show that postcolonial attitudes were as prevalent as previously believed. Not only
does the project provide new information about this topic, but it gives more reason to further
research the changes that happen in conversations in schools, communities, and the workplace.
This topic is important as changing demographics will likely trigger changes in personalities and
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behaviors. The change in demographics will likely create the need for using CAT to better
understand an impending population shift and how people communicate considering these
changes. The results from this study should only be the first step in understanding how people
will eventually have to adjust their communication within a racially changing society.
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APPENDIX: SURVEY INSTRUMENT
Survey Instrument
Demographic information
1. How do you identify?
___Male
___Female
___Other [space will be provided to fill in an answer should participants chose to do so]
___Prefer not to disclose
2. How old are you?
3. Please select the following racial identities with which you identify:
___White/Caucasian (non-Hispanic)
___Hispanic/Latino
___Black
___Native-American
___ East Asian
___Pacific Islander
___South Asian
___Middle Eastern
___ Mixed Race
___Other [space will be provided to fill in an answer should participants chose to do so
___Prefer not to disclose
4. In what ways do you ethnically distinguish yourself from others you perceive as different?
5. Describe the way(s) in which you tend to communicate with someone you perceive as
ethnically different.
6. When speaking with different ethnicities, how does your way of speaking change, if at all?
7. If viewing or involved with a negative situation with someone of a different race, how did
your perception change of the people of that ethnicity, if at all?
8. How do you feel that media tend to describe people you view as ethnically different? For
example, what if.
For the last section, please think of the most recent times you have encountered and adjust your
communication while talking with someone that is ethnically different than you.
9. In what specific ways did you change your communication?
10. Why do you think you changed the way you spoke?
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11. What may have influenced you in speaking the way you normally do when speaking to an
ethnically different person?
12. Were there perceived assumptions that you may have had of the different ethnic group when
trying to communication with them?
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